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ABSTRACT 
On-line Health Monitoring of industrial structures in particular the oil and gas 
transporting system such as pipelines is of great importance to the reliability and 
survivability of the plant. In th is research the propagation of Ultrasonic Guided Waves as 
a tool to condition monitoring of the pipes was investigated. Also, under this research the 
Kirchhoff flaw approximation modd was modifit:-d to provide an estimation of the size 
and location of flaws that may exist along the pipe. The modified mooel and the 
dispersion curves generated by the Ultrasonic Waves using PCD1SP software can provide 
assessment of the location and extent of the flaw. Several simulation trials were 
performed using Mallab to validate the feasibility and applicability of the modified model 
and the results indicate that this model can accurately estimate the size and location of the 
naws thatcxistinthcpipc. 
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C HAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 INTROI>UCTIQN 
Pipeline networks serve as the backbone orlhe oi l and gas supply system; hence, it should 
be highly rel iable and capable in mccting customers' demand for o il and gas products al 
all limes. Continuous flow of these products plays a major role in the prosperity and 
advancement of nations and as such should remain stable and available al all times. 
Thus, it is imperative that such network be given the highest consideration and attention 
at all tirncs to insurc its inlcgrityand safclY. 
There arc many contributing factors \0 the failure of pipelines that could afTect their 
integrity. One of these contributing factors is the aging of the existing oil and gas 
infrastructure. Other contributing factors include corrosion, interference from third pany, 
material defects, malfunction, and natural hazards. These arc key causes that can lead in 
most cases to undesired consequences. Such consequences may include puncture, rupture 
and/or leakage of the pipe that may result in injuries, fatalities and catastrophic damage to 
the surrounding env ironment and loss of product ion. 
Hence, innovative monitoring systcms and defects diagnosis techniques should be in 
place to insure the sustainability of the infrastructure, i.e. pipelines and the associated 
equipment to insure their integrity and continuity. 
Generally, Non Destructive Testing (NDT) is used by the industry for assess ing pipeline 
integrity and reliability. It is an acceptable prJctice to detect dangerous defects before 
they can cause catastrophic fai lure or interruption to production. The main issue with such 
system is that it is perfonned on as need basis or at regular maintenance intervals and 
docs not provide on-line monitoring and detection offailures as they happen . 
Most of the literature reviewed dealt with utilizing guided wave technology coupled with 
Digi tal Signal Processing (DSP) systems as the main components of the NDT system. 
The Guided Wave system consists mainly of one or group of transducers that are placed 
on the structure to detect the existence of defect. If the inspected structure is a pipeline, 
the abnonnalitics such as metal loss., holes or cracks, will cause a discontinuity to the 
transmission of the Guided Wave along the pipe. As a result , some ponion of the wave 
energy is reflected back. The reflected wavc can thcn be analyzed to dClennine the 
location, type and the extent of the damage. 
Integrating guided waves techniques with wireless communication systems can 
transparently and easily interface with sensors for monitoring objects or any other 
st ructures above ground, underground or underwater. The structural health status of the 
monitored objC(;t will be up to date and will give advance warning should any structural 
health problem occur. 
Before going any further, one needs to study the behavior of the guided waves as they 
propagate along the structure and their interaction with a defC(;t. The reviewed liternture 
included some infonnation that can be used to analyze the behaviors of the guided waves 
but, for estimating the defC(;\ mathematically, such models could not be found. Bast.'d on 
the reviewed literature by the author, there is no mathematical model that can provide 
interaction of the Guided Waves with defC(;ts where the defects can be estimated and 
located. All the reviewed literature dealt with experimental work and some analytical 
methods such as Finite Element Method (FEM) to estimate the location and the size of 
the flaw. 
So, the main objcctive of this research is to model and simulate the behaviors of the 
ultrasonic Guided Waves propagation along hollow cylinders and their interaction with 
defects. The model can be used to detennine beforehand if a flaw has occurred and ifit 
has occurred, detennine its location and size. Such model can serve as a prerequisite for 
experimental work or realt ime operation. To validate this model, several tests should be 
presented and investigated toconelude its feasib ility. 
1.2 OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this rescarch is to: 
Investigate the propagation of ultrasonic guided waves in solid structures. 
• Develop a mathematical model that can predict the location and size of spherical 
flaws. 
1.3 RESEARCH LIMITATION 
The focus of the research will be on: 
Ultrasonic waves propagation in hollow cyl inders. 
Locating and estimating spherical flaws. 
1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Investigate the propagation of ultrasonic Waves propagation into hollow 
cylinders. 
Develop a mathematical model that can provide an estimation of the size of the 
!law and its location along the hollow cylinder. 
Use Matlab as the programming tool to perfonn the simu lation of the developed 
model. 
Perform several simulation trials with different flaw sizes located at diftcrent 
distances along the investigated structure. 
Dctemlinc if the model can accurately estimate and lGaite the !law as the flaw size 
and naw location change. 
Compare the resu lts obtained from experimental work found in the literature with 
the results produccd by the simulation. 
Investigate the feasibi lity of the developed model from the results obtained and 
the comparison analyses performed in the abovementioned steps. 
1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
The thesis consists of seven chapters; the first chapter provides an introduction to the 
researeh topic, the research objective, researeh limitation and methooology. Chapler 2 
provides literature review about ultrasonic guided waves. Chapter 3 presents the 
theoret ical background of ultrasonic guidl:-d waves propagation into hollow cylinders 
while chapter 4 discuses the digi tal s ignal processing tcchniques for ultrasonic waves and 
the fonnulation of the mathematical model to locate and assess the extent of naws on 
hollow cylinders. Simu lation of the fonnulated model and analyses are presented in 
chapter 5. Chapter 6 provides a comparison between some experimental results reported 
in the literature and results obtained by the fonnulated model. Finally, summary, 
concluding remarks and recommendation for future work are discussed in chapter 7. 
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this review a summary of scienti fi c articles, conferences' proceedings and independent 
research art ic les avai lable in the open literature about guided waves and their applications 
in assessing the integrity of structures such as pipe lines is presented. Most of the li tc ..... turc 
reviewed dealt with util iz ing Guided Wave technology coupled with either signal 
processing tech niques, Fin ite Element Method (FEM), Boundary Element Method (B£M) 
o r Neural Network (NN) to locate and quantify the extent of the damage. Signal 
processing techniques that were used included Fast Fourier Transfonns, Short T ime 
Fourier Transfonns (STH ) and Wavelet Transfonns (WT). 
The gu ided wave system consists mainly of one or group of transducers that arc p laced on 
the structure report ing the health status of the structure 2417. The transducers are excited 
at equal time intervals to detennine the heal th status of the monitored structure and to 
detect any abnonnalities that have occurred during the moni toring period. The reported 
data are sent back to the main o ffi ce computer network for fu rther analysis using Digital 
Signal Processing (DSP) techniques. From these signals thc health of the monitored 
stnlcture can be detcrmincd. If an abnonnali ty has occurred the re fl ectcd signals wil l 
indicate that such abnonnali ty has occurred, where its location, and cxtcnt can be 
determined. 
In case that the monitored object is a pipeline, the abnonnalitics such as melalloss, holes 
or cracks, will cause a discontinuity to the transmission of the waye along the pipe. As a 
result, some portion of the wave energy gets reflected back for further analysis. Based on 
the analysis using the aforementioned techniques, the location, type and the extent of the 
damage can be estimated. 
Undcr this method the pipe is interrogated for a while, and then time-histories of the 
received signal amplitude versus frequ ency curves arc generated. From these curves the 
relationsh ip betwecn the characteristics of the reflected s ignal and the defect feat ures can 
bcestablished. 
Another approach which is dilTerent from the aforementioned method is called SMART 
layer where a layer of sensors is mounted on the pipe. Once the signal encounters a 
discontinuity, the reflected signal from the defect is compared with a s ignal of defect-free 
pipe. Aller that the Probabi lity Density Function (PDF) curves are plotted to indicate the 
most probable size of the damage. 
A prior knowledge of the mechanics of the guided wayes is an essential element in the 
study and analysis of their propagation behaviors in solid structure such as hollow 
cylinder. The outcome of the studies and analysis can be used to assess the integrity of 
monitored structure. 
The general solution orthe guided waves propagating in an infinitely long elastic hollow 
cylinder was first studied by Gazis ( 1959) using elastici ty theory. The solution he 
provided was vicwed as the most rundamental concept that most researchers rererred to in 
their work. In hi s study. a three dimensional solution or the wave propagation in a hollow 
cylinder was provided Gazis ( 1959a, 1959b). 
There are many articles round in the literature investigated and analyzed Guided Waves 
and their application ror detecting and locating derects on hollow cylinders such as pipes. 
These papers were reviewed and summarized in the subsequent sections. 
Lu (2005) investigated the application or guided acoustic waves in monitoring beams and 
tubular components or steam generators and heat exchangers. The time-rrequency and 
pallem recogn ition techniques were used to classiry several derects and the analytical 
evaluation or wave's propagat ion was implemented by using Finite Element Method 
(FEM) and ABAQUS soflware . It was concluded that the structural fla ws can be detected 
by using transient and non linear acoustic signal anal ysis and the analytical agreed with 
the experimental results. 
II was also concluded that Lamb waves have multi-mode that could conruse the analyst or 
the reflected waves where each mode exhibits nonlinearity in their behaviors. It was noted 
thaI the speed is a nonlincar runction orthe product or the rrequeney and thickness. 
Zhao (2003) investigated the interaction between phenomena of scattering and mode 
conversion of guided waves as a result of defects in hollow cylinders. Two and thrl.'C-
dimensional defects were studied by using the Boundary Element Method (HEM) and the 
Normal Mode Expansion (NME) techniques. These techniques were used to analyze and 
determine the size of the defect. The research concluded that the phase and group 
velocities dispersion curves and wave ficid distributions were dependent on the rat io of 
wall thickness to the radius. It was also concluded that both Lamb and Shear Horizontal 
(SH) waves can be used to quantify defects in plate like structure. 
Assessing the integrity of pipelines using guided wavl.'S can be determined while the 
pipeline is in-service. In his work, Ahmad (2005) assessed the integrity ofpipelincs using 
guided waves while the pipeline is in-service. In his work, a technique based on 
cylindrical gu ided waves was implemented to identify and locate the defects for 
underground water pipelines while in-service. Both theoretical and experimental 
investigations were conducted. Several pipes with dilTerent setup and conditions were 
used in the lab experiments including a pipe in contact with the air; a pipe filled with 
water and the outer surface was in contact with air; a pipe was placed under ground 
without llow of water and finally a pipe emlx:dded in soil and with water llow. 
Piezoelectric Transducers (PZ·!) were used to produce cylindrical guided waves 
throughout the pipe for detecting the damage but no mention was cited about the 
assessment of defects. 
10 
Guo (200 1) proved that ultrasonic guided waves were sensitive to pipeline defects. A 
transducer holder was fabricated \0 allow the transducer to generate the guided wave 
throughout the pipe at ditTerent angles and at different posi tions i.e., horizontal, vertical 
and at inclined positions. Stccl, aluminum and copper pipes were used for the experiment. 
Pipes without defects tested fi rst and then pipes with defects were tested to present the 
difference between the data of ooth situations. Lamb waves were generated by an 
ultrasonic exciter where these waves travelled throughout the pipe. The reflected signal 
was TCcorded where a plot of voltage versus signal was presented. Any variation of the 
recorded data for the defect-free pipeline and a pipeline with a defect indicated the 
presence of pipeline anomalies. Anomalies sueh as dent, gouge and removed metal were 
investigated under this research. The work presented only a situation of a pi~ in mid air 
with three types of defects to detC(;t the defects but not the extcnt of the defect. 
Application of guided waves for underwater applications was proved to be feasible and 
promising. Na and Kundu, (2002) conducted and ex~rimcnt on five different aluminum 
pipes with different sizes, with defect free and with different types of defects namely 
removed metal, dent, and gouges. The experiment was conducted several times to 
investigate the consistcney of the results. Each test was eonductcd at diffcrentlocation on 
the pi~. Different frequencies versus amplitude plots wcre gencrated to idcntify the 
defC(;ts. From the results the defect can be detected but the estimation of the size of the 
dcfcct was not part oflhe study. 
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Takashi, Nobuhiko, Fumitoshi and Kiyotaka (2006), implemented a system of Guided 
Wave pipe inspection and monitoring where the system consisted of sensors made of 
magnetostrictivc strip of Nickel and coils, a transducer and a software program. The 
waves were generated which propagated along the pipe and were rcAeeted back at points 
where the acoustic impedance changes indicating 11 resistance in the wave propagation. 
So, the rcflCC(l-d wave was generated whenever the section was changed. The designed 
system showed its ability to detect gradual wall thickness losses in pipes, pipe elbows and 
pipe reducers but not the extent of the defect. 
I-Iwang (2002) ust:d Wavelet Basis Function (WBF) neural network to predict 3-D 
characterization of pipeline defects. The method was validated by simulation data and 
experimental trials by using magnctie flux signatures. It was indieatcd rrom the results 
that the 3-D charncterization of derects by applying WBF Neural Networks can be 
obtained with certain accurncy. The accurney or eharncterization or derects increases by 
considering the radial , circumrerential and axial coordinates. The experiment dealt with 
the characterization orthc derect but not the size or the derect itselr. 
Yang (2009) used Wavelet Transform Coefficient (WTC) Method to investigate the 
relationship hetween the WTC and the depth or cracks in concrete plate and concrete 
pipes. It was concluded that centml frequencies have to he adjusted in accordance to the 
thickness for the tested object. It was also concluded that there is a correlation hetween 
the WTC and the depth of cracks where the depth can be determined with high accuracy. 
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Using wireless communication system inside a pipe was one of the areas thaI has oc'Cn 
addressed in the literature. In his work, Kokossalak (2006), studied and evaluated the 
leasibility of a communication system based on an in-pipe wireless sensors network for 
monitoring underground water pipelines. The proposed system used modulated acoustic 
waves to ~rry the data pertaining to the pipeline condition and the pipeline was used as a 
wave guide for the acoustic waves. The system was evaluated by means of numerical 
simulation and lab experiment. The system consisted mainly of several sensors installed 
inside the pipe that transmit the acoustic waves to the desti nation for further processing to 
determine the condition of the pipe. The acoustic waves penetrated the walls of the pipe, 
the water and the surrounding environment which is in this case the ground. Several 
issues existed concerning the wave propagation along and within the pipeline that 
included , dispersion, attenuation of the signal, losses of the s ignal into the surrounding 
environment and the resulted echoes at pipe joints and bends, also, the power limitations 
feeding the sensors. All these issues were addressed in the research. Thi s work was 
concerned mainly about the feasibility of using acoustic communications to detect and 
locate pipeline abnormalities while using the water pipeline as the transmiss ion medium. 
In his work, Hay (2004), studied different guided wave methods and recommended that 
the piczoplymers sensors are the most suitable for the Structural Health Monitoring 
(SHM). It was demonstrated that certain types of sensors are compatible with wireless 
communication systems. His work included the development of an analytical tool to 
model the displacement of Ouided Waves (OW) on fixed structure by using two 
dimensional Fourier transforms techniques. In addition, the compatibility of OW with 
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wireless communication was investigated and concluded that it is compatible with 
wireless communication systems. The scnsors were designed to dctect cracks of I mm 
length where the frequency luning technique was used to generate the GW. The 
experiment was conducted in a lab sett ing and in the field using US navy helicopter as a 
lest bed. For the experiment in the field , eight sensors were installed on the helicopter and 
data was recorded and analyzed over a 2-ycar period. The data was observed for any 
changes in the received signals by using coefficient of correlations. Any change in the 
correlation coefficient will indicate the presence of cracks. It was concluded thai the 
application of these sensors are feasible for st ructural health monitoring using wireless 
communications system for transmitting signals and receiving the data from the 
monitorcdstructure. 
Another approach which is different from the Guided Wave method is the SMART layer 
where a layer o f scnsors is mounted on the pipe to provide around the clock monitoring of 
the structure. Qing et al. (2009) utilized SMART layer technology to detect pipeline 
defects such as corrosion, growth of corrosion and pinholes. The system is called RAPID, 
Real-time Active Pipeline Integrated Detection. It consisted ofa sensor network, portable 
hardware devices and diagnostic sollwarc. The way it operated was that the portable 
devise generates stress waves that propagate along the pipe, when the propagating wave 
encounters a discontinuity in the geometry of the pipe, the wave is reflected back. Aller it 
gets reflected back, it is compared with a previously recorded sensor response from the 
undamaged pipe. The difference between the two signals will detcrminc if any defect 
would ex ist along the pipe. The layers of sensors are embedded piezoelectric disks 
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pcrfonning the function of sensing in real time. A probability density function (PDF) 
curve was plotted for each type of damage giving the lower and upper limit of the size as 
well as the most probable damage sizc but not exact size. 
Davies & Cawley (2009), used a system of circumferential array of piezoclectric 
transducers elements to excite torsional guided wave. The rcllectcd waves from manually 
made circumferential cracks likc-dcfccts and welds were analyzed which revealed the 
location and the magnitude of the defects. The amplitude of the reflected waves was used 
\0 estimate the depth of the derecl and the width was est imated by the width of the signal. 
The results were compared with analytical results obtained from Finite Element Method 
(FEM) and it was found out that both results agree with each other. Also, it was 
concluded from ten researches that the accurate size of the defect can be obtained if the 
circumferential width of the defect exceeds 1.5 times the wavelength of the shear wave. 
Kwun, et al. (2008) conducted experiments on pipes and tubes by genernting Guided 
Waves to detect crncks and notches. The notches were made on the pipe at various depths 
and the data were collected by using magnetostrictive sensors. It was obselVed that the 
notches produced at depth of 85% or higher were detectable by the signal. 
The experiment did not addrcss the sizing of defects. From the litcrnturc reviewed, it was 
not clear if the defect sizing was possible using the techniques presented. There was no 
clear evidence that pointed any technique for sizing of de fcc IS. 
IS 
CHAPTER 3 
GUIDED WA YES IN HOLLOW CYLINDERS 
3.1 WAVE PROPAGATION IN HOLLOW CYLINDERS 
Wave propagation in cylindrical waveguides has been studied on the theoretical and 
cxpcrimcntallcvcls by researchers at academic institutions and the industry. Such stud ies 
can be found in the literatu re by Gazis ( 1959), Achenbach (1973), Rose (1999), 
Kundu (2004) and many others. 
There arc basically two categories of guided waves that propagate in a hollow cyl inder, 
the circumferential and the axial guided waves. Under the axial category, there arc three 
Iypes of modes generated when waves arc propagating along a cyl indrical structure. 
These arc the longitudinal , torsional and flexural wave modes. The longitudinal and 
torsional waves inllict symmetrical displacement of particles in the axial direction across 
the structure while the flexural waves impose a non-symmetric particle displacement 
alongthestructurc. 
Figure (3.1) provides details of a typical hollow cyl inder showing the inner and outer 
radius and Figure (3.2) illustrates the longitud inal modes propagation where the particle 
movement is parallel to the wave direction. Figure (3.3) shows the torsioanl wave modes 
propagating along the circumferential direction of the pipe and the particle motion is 
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perpendicular to the wave direction. The flexural guided wave has a non-symmetric 
mode propagating in the Ir, 1., OJ directions, this is shown in Figure (3.4). 
Figure 3.1- Hollow Cylinder with Inner Radius and Outer Radius. 
The longitudinal waves which inflict symmetric particles displacement across the pipe in 
the radial and axial directions can besecn in Figure (3.2). 
F igure 3.2- Longitudinal Wave with Symmetric Propagation along the Pipe. 
The torsional wave with symmetric particles displacement along the circumference of the 
pipe is shown in Figure (3.3). 
Figure 3.3- Torsional Wave Propagation along the Pipe in the 0 Direction 
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For fl exural waves, all thrce displacement components exist, the radial, the axial and the 
circumferential (r,O,:). Thi s mode is an essential element in the diagnosis of defects 
(Rose, 1999). 
Figure 3.4 - Flexural Wave Showing Nonsymmctrical Propagation. 
Waves propagating in the circumferential direction follow a curved path as shown in 
Figurc (3.5). 
Figure 3.5 - Waves Propagating in Circumferential Direction 
These waves sufTer a great deal of dispersion and mode conversion that makes il vcry 
difficult to analyze. [t is extremely important to have a prior knowledge about the 
physical characteristics of the wave guide, the propagating medium and the defects that 
may encounter along the propagation path. Such knowledge serves as a prereqUis ite fo r 
the diagnosis of the reflected waves which can be carried out by using specia l signal 
process ing techniques. These techniques can provide the characteristics and features of 
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the reflected waves. Then the outcome of theses analyses will reveal the existence, 
location and extent of defects should they exist. 
3.2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS IN C YLINDRICAL COORDI NATES 
Consider a hollow cylinder as shown in Figure (3.1) with inner radius a and outer radius 
b, assuming that the cylinder is elastic and isotropic. There are two types of waves, the 
axial and circumferential waves. The axial waves impose longitudinal, torsional and 
flexural modes of propagation while the circumferential waves follow a curved path 
around the circumfcrcnce of the object. 
The analysis of governing Equation will start wi th Navier's displacement Equation. 
However, Ihis Equation is not wave Equation but as cited in the literature it can provide 
wave solutions (Gazis, 1959a). 
(3.1) 
V2 is the Laplace operator, u is the displacement Vector, A., ~ are the Lame's Constants 
and p is the density. Gazis (1959), investigated wave propagation in hollow cylinder and 
decomposed Navcir's Equation by Hclmholtz dcwmposition method. The result is shown 
------------------
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below where displacement vector u is expressed in terms ofa di lmational scalar potential 
!jI and a veetorpotential 'V as: 
u = Vcjl + V x tV (3.2) 
Substituting &juation (3.2) into Equation (3. 1), Navier's Equation becomes: 
(3.3) 
If the scalar potential !jI and the vector potential ~ satisfy the wave Equations then the 
Navier's displacement Equation is satisfied : 
} (3.4) 
Then C~ and S can be expressed as: 
} (3.5) 
Where, V2 mentioned in Equation (3.4) is the Laplacian operator, !jI is the scalar potential 
and 'll is the vector potential ; p shown in &juation (3 .5) is the density, CL is the 
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longitudinal wave speed, CT is the transverse or shear wave speed, }. and Il arc the 
Lame's first and second constants. The second Equation in (3.4) has a vector laplacian 
that can be presented as: 
V2IVr 
V2'1'= V2'1'e 
V2'1'z 
Where, V2 is the laplacian operator. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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Going back to Equation (3.4) one can gel: 
v'. " ~ if. < VI z 
2 2 I:nve 'II, I if"" V,+,, -;-OO-7 = c~ 7 
V2w + .1... i:hvr _ ~ =~ iAve 
9 r 2 00 r 2 C~ at 2 
V2\j1 =~ cf1¥z 
z C~ 01 2 
(3.8) 
The displacement can be expressed in tenns ora scalar and a vector potential as per toke-
Helmholtz decomposition found in Rose (1999) and Kundu (2004): 
u = ~ + 1-iJIjI ~_ mve 
r Or r 00 Oz 
u = ~ .Qt + ~ _ mvz 
e r 00 3z Or 
u = ~ + 1-~ _ J.. ihv, 
Z (tL r Or r 00 
(3.9) 
The stresses can be expressed in lenns of displacement as in Achenbach (1973) and 
Kundu (2004): 
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(J = A -.!..+--..!....+--+-.!.. + 21l.......!.. ( au U laue ru 1 w 
IT Or r r 00 az Or 
(3.10) 
Also, the stresses can be expressed in tenns of potentials by substituting Equation (3.9) 
into (3.10) toyicld: 
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(3.11) 
According to Achenbach ( 1973) and Kundu (2004) the displacement potential can be 
exprcsscdas: 
= 
J(,, - m) 
} • 
4l(r)cos( m9 + Sole • 
'¥r = 'l'r( r)sin (m9 + 9o)/(!i - .... ) (3. 12) 
W = 'I'(I( r)cos( mB + 90)/(-V - nr) , 
J(" - ~) 
V~ = 'f'z( r)sin(m9 + 90) e " 
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00 is a constant and m is an integer. As mentioned above that there arc four (4) 
displacement components one scalar and three vector potentials: " 1jI" ljIe and IjIz. 
Substituting governing &Juations (3. 12) into &Juation (3.8) yields the following 
Equations: 
(3.13) 
The terms p and q can be expressed as: 
p = ) ",' -K' 
C' , 
L 
The solution ofthcsc Equations is Bessel Equation of the first or the second kind and m 
the order oflhc Bessel Equations. They can be written as: 
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Substi tuting Equations in (3. 12) into the Equation in (3.1 1) yie lds: 
j' 
orr = 1l00IJ(r)cos(mO + 90)e z 
ore = J.!0"12( r)sin( m9 +oo)/z 
j' O~;, = 1l1:113 (r)cos(m9 + Sole Z 
Where, 0"11 , 0"12 and 013 are given as per Kundu (2004)" 
(J12(r) = 2r~ (<t> - r<t>') jk(~)'I'r +[q2 
-~ 1 'f' + "k 'tI' + 1.,+" 
r 2 z J z r r Z 
O(') ~ ( k - q' - (~))'I', 13 z r 2 ..!!!. 'I" , ' 
+ 2jk z <1>' +jk z -7'1'z 
(3.14) 
} (3.15) 
(3. 16) 
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Substituting Equation (3. 14) into Equation (3.15) yields: 
0 = O(m,k,ro) A (3. 17) 
Where, (J is the stress vector, (J n-' (J rz' (J r(l , D is a matrix whose clements are expressed in 
tenns of the circumferential order m, wave number * and angular frequency w. 
Equat ion (3.17) is presented as: 
(3. 18) 
3.3 WAVES IN PIPES 
3.3.1 Axial WllvesinPipcs 
As stated above that these waves have symmetrical and non-symmetrical motions along 
the pipe. The symmetrical waves include the longitudinal and torsional and the anti-
symmetric waves arc basicaJly the flexural waves. 
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Taking inlo account the traction-free condition on the inner and outer surfaces r = a and ,. 
= b yield the rollowing eigenvalue problem wh ich is presented in kundo (2004). By 
sctting the dctenninant to zero, the dispersion Equation can be obtained which yields the 
following: 
0" DI 2 013 DJ4 0 15 0 16 A, 
0" D22 ° 23 D24 ° 25 ° 26 ", 
0" D32 On D)4 D35 D 36 C, ~ O (3.19) 
D4 1 D42 043 D44 045 D46 A, 
DS] 0 52 DS3 DS4 Dss D5(; ", 
0 61 D62 D63 D64 0 65 D66 C, 
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DII = iji, [7J.1P') -pJ.+,lp') [ 
D22 '" -7J///(qr) +(ql - t,l y".+/qr) 
D = l!i"'lJ Iq,) 
II " 
D24 = 2jkl [7Y ... {pr) -pY",+/pr) 1 
DlJ = -7Ym(qr) +(q2 - tI2 )Y".+l(qr) 
D = l!i"'l y Iqd 26 r /II 
For the tcnns DI/ to 0 16, r : h; D4/ to DM; arc simi lar to DII - D16 but r = u. 
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3.3.1.1 Longitudina l Waves 
The displacement is in the radial and axial direction (r, z) and no displacement along the 
circumferential direction (0). To satisfy these constraints eft, order m and 00 arc sct to zero 
in the general solution and leave A" and 8 ft , Thcn Equation in (3. 19) can be presented as: 
D I • DI 2 D14 DI S A, 
D21 D22 D24 D25 B, 
- 0 (3.20) 
D41 D42 044 0 45 A, 
DSl D52 D}4 0 55 B, 
To solve this Equation the dctcnninant must vanish which yields the dispersion 
Equations. 
3.3. 1.2 Torsional Wa\'es 
Motion of torsional waves arc along the circumferential (0) direction, therefore the only 
displacement component that exist in the Equations is the component related to O. To 
satisfy this constraint, An, I3 n, m and 0 = 900 must be SCI \0 zero and leave eft. Then 
Equation (3. 19) can be expressed as: 
(3.2 1) 
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3.3. 1.3 F lelur~ 1 Waves 
Flexural modes arc solved by calculating the whole Equation (3.19) to gct solutions for 
each circumferent ial order n. To satisfy this Equation, m is sct to 1 and 00 to O. 
3.3.2 Circumferential Guided Waves 
These waves propagate along the circumference oflhc pipe in the Odircction a long the 
(r. 0) space and there will be no axial propagation which is basically the z direction. 
Therefore, the displacement field can be described in tcnns of the radial and the 
circumferential direction on ly as there will be no propagation along the axial direction z. 
So the defect can only be detected by this type of wave only if the defect is located where 
the wave is propagating circum fercntially. The di splacement potentia l can be expressed as 
Kundu (2004): 
.= <I>('I"p[j('/ · ",, )[ 
W, = "',( 'I"p[j('/ · "") [ 
(3.221 
Eliminating the tenns that arc associated with z direction Equation (3.9) and rewriting it 
in Equation (3.23) to describe the d isplacement field s in the radial and c ircumferential 
d irections in tcnns of the potentials 1jI and", us: 
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" = -'-~-~. 
e r 00 ar 
(3.23) 
Substituting Equations in (3.22) into the first and last Equation in (3 .8) one gets the 
Equations for circumferential guided wave in term s of the potential VI and (J as: 
Equation {3 .24) can bc rc-writtcn as: 
$" + ~$' +[ [~J' -[~ J']$ =0 
""+-,-".+[[-,,,-)2 -[~ )21" = 0 
1, r z CT r z 
(3.24) 
(3 .25) 
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These are Bessel Equalions and the ir general solut ions is given as: 
(3.26) 
11:0 and y\ are the first and second kind of Besscl function s. 
Assuming a ,.,. = Or(l =O,wc will have: 
DII °12 0 13 DI 4 A, 
°21 °22 On D24 
'" B, =. 0 31 D)2 D33 DJ.! 
(3.27) 
D41 D42 0 43 D44 
B, 
AI. A2. B" and 8 2 in Equation (3.27) arc constants that can be determined by satisfying 
the boundary ctlnditions given as: 0" = (J = 0 at the inner and outer radius of the pipe; 
" " 
this referred to as traction-free boundary. 
rhc characteristic Equations or the dispersion Equations can be expressed as shown 
below: 
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D,,-tK, -, ( K~, J - YK, +, ( K~, II 
DU ~ K2(\_2 (~ )+ \ +2 (~)) 
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D ~ jK' [J [.!!!-] - J [.!!!-]J 14 K - 2 C K +2 C 
(I T (I T 
D,, ~ K'(\ _2 (~l + \ +2 (~ll 
3.4 DISI'ERSJON CURVES 
Here are some of the results obtained using peDISP program (Seco el aI. , 2(07) for the 
calculation of the cutoff frequencies and the corresponding dispersive curves for the 
longitudinal , torsioanl and flexural modes for a stccl pipe with the following input 
parameters: 
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Poisson's rat io : V '" .29; 
Density (kg/rn A 3) : p = 7900 
Internal rad ius(m) : 0 = 16.468c-3 
Extemalradius(m) :b = 17.68e-3 
3.4. 1 Longitudinal Modes Dispersion Curves 
3.4.1.1 Cutoff Freq uencies (or the Phase Speed C urves 
L(O,1): cutoff = 0 kHz 
L(O,2): cutoff = 49.8999 H lz 
L(O,3): cutoff= 1560.36 kHz 
L(0,4): cutoff = 2222.05 kHz 
L(O,5): cutolT = 3395.64 kHz 
L(O.6): cutoff = 395 1.4 kl·lz 
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3.4.1.2 Dispers ion C urves 
6000 t.(O.2J 
r 5000 -----
14000 I 3000 
2000 L(O,1) 
°0~--~,~000~--~20~00~--~3~0~00~--~4~00~0~­
Frequency (kHz) 
Figure 3.6 · Phase Speed Curves for Longitudinal Modes. 
5000 
Dispersion C urves (Group Speed) 
6000 r-----~----~------~----~----, 
5000 L(O ,2) 
L(O,4) 
~ 4000 
1 (0,5) 13000 ~ g 2000 L(O,1) 1000 1 oL--. 
1000 iiiOo 0 3000 4000 5000 
F requency (kHz) 
Figure 3.7 - Group Speed Curves for Longitudinal Modes. 
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3.4.2 Torsional Modes Dispersion Curves 
3.4.2.1 Cutoff Frequencies for the Phase Speed Curves 
T(O, 1): cutoff "" 0 kHz 
T(0,2): cutolT = 1002.37 kHz 
T(0,3): cutoIT : 2002.39 kHz 
T(0,4): cutoff "" 3002.94 kHz 
T(0,5): c Uloff = 4003.62 kHz 
3.4.2.2 Dispers ion Curves 
Dispersion C urves (Phase Speed) 
8000 
7000 
( .4) 
0 .3) 
! 5000 
! 4000 I 3ooo l,------~-========3""'~.1) 
2 000 
1000 
1000 2000 3000 
Frequency (kHz) 
4000 
Figure 3.8 • Phase Speed Curves for Torsional Modes. 
J8 
DispersionCurves (Group Speed) 
~Orl----~--~--~--~~~-
5000 1 i 
??i~' 
o 0~----O'~00~0----"'20'=00=-- 3000 
Frequency (kHz) 
4000 
Figure 3.9 - Group Speed Curves for Torsional Modes. 
3.4.3 Dispersion C urves Flexural N = 1 Modes 
3.4.3.1 C utoff Frequencies for the Phase Speed C Un'e!l 
F(I , I): cutoff = O kHz 
F(1,2): cutoff = 31.3643 kHz 
F(I,J):CUIOfT = 70.3452kl-lz 
1=(1 ,4): cutoff = 1002.78 H lz 
1=(1 ,5): cutoff= 1147.07 kHz 
F(l ,6): cutoff = 163 1.37 kHz 
F(! ,7): culoiT= 2002.6 kHz 
5000 
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F(I,8): cutoff : 2493.6 kHz 
F(I ,9): cutoff : 2900.9 1 kHz 
F(I , 10): cutoff = 3003.08 kHz 
F(I , ll ): cutoff = 4003.72 kliz 
F(I ,12): cutoff = 4033.36 kHz 
F(I , I ): cutoff : 4179.78 kHz 
3.4.3.2 Dispersion Curves 
Dispersion CUI'\ES (Phase Speed) 
"'-~~~ 8000 
7000 
6000 F(1 ,3) 
i 5000 
11 
!i4000 
<n 
F ,5) F(1 ,6) ~F'(1 '7) 9 (1 ,8) 
~ 
F(1 ,4) 
. 
~ 3000 
0. 
2000 
1000 
1000 2000 3000 
Frequency (kHz) 
4000 5000 
Figurt! 3. 10 - Phase Speed Curves for Flexural Modes, n= 1 
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Dispersion Curves (Group Speed) 
,-------
Figure 3. 11 - Group Speed Curves for Flexural Modes, n= I 
3.4.4 Dispersion Curv~ Fluural N = 3 Modes 
3.4.4.1 Cutoff Frequencies 
F(), I): cutoff = 9.0393 kl-Iz 
F(3,2): cutofT : 88.1 533 kl-Iz 
F(),): cutoff = 167.619 kHz 
F(3,4): cutoff = 1006.07 kHz 
F(3,5):cutofT : 11 58.15 kHz 
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F(3,6): cutoff = 1631.39 kHz 
F(3,7): cutofT = 2004.27 kHz 
F(3,8): cutoff= 2499. 14 kHz 
F(3,9): cutoff = 2901 .9 kHz 
F(3, I 0): cutoff= 3004. 19 kHz 
F(3, ll ): cutoff = 4004.55 kHz 
F(3, 12): cutoff = 4034.64 kHz 
F(3, 13): cutofT = 4182.1 2 kHz 
3.4.4.2 Dispersion CUn'cs 
.OOO ITT----~~ __ ~-.~--~~~~-.---~ 
7000 r 
6000 
f 5000 
14000 
~ 3000 
1000 
F 32 
1000 2000 3000 
Frequency (kHz) 
4000 
I<igure 3.12 - Phase Speed Curves ror Flcxunll Modes, n=3 
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Figure 3.13 - Group Speed Curves for Flexural Modes, n=3 
3.5 DEFECTS API'ROXIMATION METHODS 
The transmiUcd waves that interact with the flaw produce scattered waves which can be 
used 10 characterize the flaw in terms of extent and shape. There are several 
approximation methods ciled in the literature that can provide an approximation of the 
amplitude of the scattered waves from the flaws. Each method has its shortcoming and 
advantages. Such methods include Finite Element Method (FEM), Born Approximation 
method, T Matrix method, Boundary Element Method (BEM) and Kirchhoff 
Approximations method (Schmerr & Song, 2007). 
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The Bom approximation method was first developed for quantum mechanics and later 
used for scattering problem. The BEM can provide a very good approximation of the 
nnw but when dealing with 3-D scattering problem it becomes tedious and time 
consuming. The T-Matrix method only approximates non-cylindrical and non-spherical 
shapes wh ile the FEM relics heavily on the creation of mesh with discreet points placed 
throughout the body being investigaled. 
The Kirchhoff approx imations method can provide a vcry good approximation of the 
volumetric flaws and cracks. It docs not necessarily provide an accurate approximation of 
the last arriving waves from the fl aw but it can very accurately model the leading edge 
response of the flaw. Although, it cannot predict the exact size but it can provide a 
rel iable and meaningful approximation of the flaw that can be used as a qualitative 
measure 10 assess the reliability o f the mon itored structure. 
This research wi ll be based on Kirchhoff approximations method to approximate the 
exlent of defects like cracks and voids embedded in pipes. 
The pulsc-c<:ho far filcd scattering of c ircular cracks or spherical voids provides a very 
good measure in assessing and describing the flaw. Since all the flaws in a pipe will have 
almost a curved shape they occur along eh circumference of the pipe. Although the shape 
may havc one of its dimensions in the axial direction of the pipe but its width or length 
wi ll rescmble a curved shape. Hence, this method is feasible for application in this 
research. 
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3.5.1 T he Kirch hoff Apprm:im:llionsor C racks and Voids 
To determine thc exlent of the flaw on a pipe, the KirchholT approximation wi ll be 
ut ilized where the amplitude of the scattered wave for the surface of the flaw can be 
calculatt.'(j for a volumetric flaw or a crack. Pulse-echo far-field scattering amplitude 
component versus frequency for a spherical flaw in thc Kirchhoff approximation is given 
by Equation (3.28) (Schmerr & Song, 2(07): 
A(w) - - texp( -jkb) (exp{ -jkb) _ SinL:bl ) 
k ,., 2nJ 
C 
(3.28) 
Where k is the wave numbcr, b is Ihe radius orthe flaw,jis the range orrrcqucncics for 
the scancrcd wave and C is the speed orthe wave. 
The frequency response orlhe flaw Equation (3.28) is converted back 10 the lime domain 
by taking the Inverse Fourier Transform (1 FT) to obtain the impulse response orlhe fl aw 
Equ[ltion{3.29). 
(3.29) 
Where C is the wave speed; b is the radius of the fiaw; 0: de lta function, its amplitude 
4S 
U(t l, h. t) = I, for 11 < t < 12. otherwise it is equals to zero. For crack the following 
Kirchhoff approximation can be used \0 est imate the extent of a crack. The amplitude of 
the scattered wave from the crack can be estimated as shown below: 
A = jbCos8 J (2 kbSin(J) 
2Sin() J 
(3.30) 
Here arc some of the results for calculating the scattering filed of fl aws with different 
radius sizes. 
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Frequency, MHz 
Figurc3.14 - Scaucring Wave from a Flaw with a Imm Radius. 
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Figure 3. 15 - Scattering Wave rrom a Flaw with a4mm Radius. 
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Figu re 3. 16 - &altering Wave from a Flaw '-laving 8 mm Radius. 
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Figure3.17 - Scattering Wave from a Flaw Having a 16mm Radius. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SIGNAL PROCESSING AND THE FORMULATION OF FLAW 
ASSESSM ENT MODEL 
In this chapter, some basic concepts about Digital Signal Processing (DSP) for non-
stationary signal wi ll be provided. Fourier Transform, Discreet Fourier Transform (DFl), 
Fast Fourier Transforms (FIT), shortcoming of the DFT and ways to alleviate these 
shortcomings, windowing and aliasing wi ll be discussed. Also, signal propagation in 
solids and the scallering signals from flaw will be discussed. The outcome of these 
discussions and the background information will be ust'd to present a mathematical model 
to be used for locating and sizing a spherical flaw. 
4.1 CONTINUOUS TIME FOURJER TRANSFORM (CTFT) 
The Fourier Transform provides the frequency representation of a signal originally 
defined in the time domain. It is used to transform a continuous lime signal into 
frequency domain. The Fourier transfonn X(f) of a continuous time function x(l) can be 
exprcsscdas: 
(4.1) 
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The inverse transform is: 
X(I) ~ ( XU) /'¢ dJ (4.2) 
4.2 DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM (DFT) 
It is crucial that the signal is sampled at certain time interval s or frequency intervals to 
allow digital recording and gain a better understanding of signal during the analysis. As 
we are dealing with digital systems, the signals that arc displayed for analysis in these 
systems should be digital, hence, it is always necessary that the signal to be prescmed in 
samples. 
For a finite length signal x(n) the Discreet Fourier Transform (DFD X(w) is 
cxprcsscdas: 
N·I 
x(",) ~ I x(,),·"" O;5n 5N - 1 (4.3) 
, " 0 
This is a finite length sequence having N values of frequency samples X( til) In the 
analysis of a signal we need to gel as much information as we can from the frequency 
content of the signal. The DFT is a very useful method that provides the frequency 
representation of a signal and makes the analysis easier to interpret. 
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Alternatively, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the signal can be presented as 
shown below, by providing a simpler way that can provide a relationship between the 
OFT and the inverse DFT (Oppenheim & Schafer, 2010): 
XI') ~ O~k '5.N- J (4.4) 
As noted above that the Discrete Fourier Transform (DF!) is a function that represents a 
number of frequency points over a finite length sequence. This is an N-point sequence 
defined in the region from 0 to N -I. X(kJ is the DFT coefficient and n is an index 
number. As indicated above in the Equation that it is sufficient to have a length of a N 
for the sequence to provide frequ ency samples, the X(w) values at N d ist inct points of 
{(.I~, where k lies between 0 and N-I. The same thing applies to find ing x(n) when 
performing the inverse Fourier transform as shown below. The in verse DFT which 
providcsx(n) from X(k) can be defined as: 
N- I i.!..!!....u, 
x(n) .. i- j~ X(k)e N . O ~ n ~N- I (4.5) 
These Equations arc simpl ified in another form as: 
(4.6) 
Taking thi s expression into the two Equations above: 
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N-' 
Xlk) ~ 2: xln) W': . 
, · 0 
O :::;: k.sN - 1 14.7) 
oed 
N - , 
xl n ) ~ -£- ,~Xlk)W;"'. O~ n ~N - J (4.8) 
4.2. 1 Fast Fourier Transform 
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is more efficient computation algorithm that 
implements the discrete Fourier Transform with a greater efficiency and grealer reduction 
in computat ion time. When using the FFI', the computation time can be reduced for an 
N-point DFT sequence from the order ofNl to N log N. Typical N values will Dc 26 (64), 
27 (1 28),29(512),2' ° (1024) 2'1(2048), . ... . clc. 
The main inlent of using the DFT is to approximate the Fourier transform of a continuous 
time process and it must be noted that the DFr has some shortcomings that may lead to 
wrong conclusions when analyzing the output results. Such problems are attributed to 
the three known phenomena about the OFT: (a) leakage , (b) alias ing, and (c) the picket-
fence effect. 
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4.2.2 Leakage 
This problem causes a spreading of the spectrum that can result in moving the highest 
frequency beyond the Nyquist frequency which may lead to alias ing. These two problems 
cannot be separated from each other. Therefore, the signal should be band limited to 
avoid such phenomenon from happening. 
The method thaI is usually used to limit the length of the signal is the windowing 
technique. The selected window should be evaluated first to insure its ctTC(;tivcncss in 
minimizing the spreading of the signal. There are several window functions used by 
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) that wi ll be addressed in the subsequent sections. 
4.2.3 Aliasing 
The phenomenon of aliasing causes the overlapping of signal samples which will lead to 
erroneous representation of the output signal. It causes ambiguity in the output results 
when analyzing the output signals. The only solution to the aliasing problem is to ensure 
that the sampling rate is high enough to avoid any spectral overlap. or to usc an anti-
aiiasingjillers. 
The Sampling Theorem states that the input wavefonns with frequencies below the half 
sampling mtc can be reconstructed exactly while frequencies aoove the half the sampling 
rate become aliascd as lower frequencies. 
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For frcqucncicsjusl above the half the sampling." rate, up to the sampl ing rate, the a liascd 
frequency becomes: 
/ali<» = J"yq,l!actoaJ -f",ql. where a kind of mirror-image takes place. 
Referring to Figure (4.1), the wavcfonn to be sampled is in blue, it is a 6 Hz s ine wave 
and wou ld therefore require greater than 12 Hz sampling ratc \0 preserve the correct 
frequency in the reconstruction. The red line is the result of sampling at 10 1·lz; the a lias is 
thcrcforc5-abs(5-6) = 4 Hz. 
Figure 4.1 - Al iasing Effect. 
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4.2.4 Picket - Fence Effect 
Since Ihe spectrum can be observed at discrete points only, which will be looked at what 
is referred to as Picket-Fence ElTect because we can observe thc behaviors of the signal at 
discrete points. 
Certain component could lie between two of the d iscrete transfonn lines, and the peak of 
this component might not be detected without some addition processing. So \0 reduce this 
efTect is to vary the number of points in a time period by adding zeros at thc end of the 
origi nal record of lhe signal, while maintaining the original record unchanged. 
This process changes the period, which in tum changes the locations ofthc spectral lines 
without altering the continuous form of the original spectrum. Consequently, thc hidden 
spectral components can De shifted to points where they can be detected. 
As demonstrated in Figure (4.2), that the hidden spcctnll components can be secn in the 
second plot. 
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Figure 4.2· Picket- Fence Effect. 
In thc Jailer plO{ the dala points were padded with 7 times its original length to improve 
Ihc picture. It simply allows Ihc signal to appear more finely and it does not change the 
characterist ics orlhe function and hence cannot change thc resolution or the accuracy of 
thc Discreet Fourier Transfonn. 
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4.3 SAMPLING. ALIASING AN)) NYQUIST THEOREM 
When evaluating a function, it is always necessary to sample it because digi tal systems 
cannot process analogue or continuous function s. If the s ignal to be analyzed is analog 
in nature then it must be converted into digital form, as it is sampled, by an ana/oglle 10 
(ligila/ (ND) converter. Figure (4.3) presents a continuous lime signa l, x(tj. It can be 
represented as a discrete time signal by using values of x(1) at intervals ofnT. to fonn xfnJ 
as shown in Figure (4.4), 
Continuous Time Signal 
' I °o~----------~----
Figure 4.3 - Continuous Time Signal. 
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Sampled$ignal 
Figure 4.4 - Sampled Signal. 
We are taking points from X(I} at regular intervals of lime, T. , called the sampling 
inlervaix. The frequenc y Is is given by j; = lIT,. ( Is is in Hertz) can be used in the 
frequency domain. If the sampling rates were high enough, then the signal x(1) could be 
reconstructed from x[n] by simply joining the points by small linear portions. 
According to the Nyquisl Silmpling Theorem, aliasing can be avoided by having a 
sampling rate that is greater than or equal to twice the highest frequency presented in the 
signal. If the sampling rate is nol high enough 10 sample the signal then a phenomenon 
called aliasing occurs. 
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Figure 4.5 - The Effect of DifTcrcnt Sampling Rates. 
Figure (4.5) shows the effect of different sampling rates for a sine s ignal in the time 
domain. Aliasing is basically the overlapping of the signals which leads to the distortion 
of the signal. This occurs when a continuous lime signal has frequencies larger than half 
of the sampling ralc. The process of aliasing describes the phenomenon in which 
components of the signal at high frequencies are confused for components at lower 
frequencies. 
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4.4 MATH.EMATICAL MODEL FOR LOCATING AND SIZING T HE FLAW 
4.4.1 Flaw Size Estimation 
Under this research, a simulation model has been developed to simulate propagating 
signals through a structure without and with a flaw. Equation (4.10) is the Equation that 
estimates the amplitude of the scattered waves rcflC(;tcd back from spherical flaws 
(Schmcrr & Song, 2007). 
A{w) - -f-CXP( -ikbl ( CXP{ -ikb ) _ Sin!:bl ) (4.10) 
Figure (4.6) illustrates the scattering waves from spherical flaws with different radius 
sizes, 0 mm, 4 mm, 12 mm and 16 mm. 
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Figure 4.6 - Scattering Wave Response for a Flaw with 0 mm 
Radius. 
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Figure 4.7 - Scattering Wave Response fora Flaw with 4 mm 
Radius. 
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TL:::: 8mm 
Frequency, MHz 
Figure 4.8 - Scattering Wave Response for a Flaw wi th 8 mm 
Radius. 
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Figure 4.9 - Scattering Wave Response fora Flaw with 12 mm 
Radius. 
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Figure 4.10 - Scattering Wave Responsc fora Flaw with 16 mm 
Radius. 
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Figure 4.1 1 - Response of the Scattering Waves for Flaws with 
Radii 0.4, 8, 12and 16mm. 
Figure (4.11) shows that the amplitude is approximated as units of length. As the radius 
of the flaw increases, the amplitude of the frequency response increases. Also, as the 
radius of the flaw decreases the shape of the signal becomes wider in the frequency 
domain. In this research Equation (4.10) will be altered to calculate the amplitude as a 
ratio or as a coefficient by omiuing the radius (b) term from the Equalion. Then, it is 
multiplied by the original signal or the input signal to estimate the amount of attenuation 
and dispersion of the signal when it encounters a spherical flaw of radius b. 
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Equation (4.10) as il is presented calculates the scattering amplitudes and as thc radius 
increases, the amplitude increases indicating a signal gain instead of attenuation. As thc 
rndius of the flaw decreases thc response amplitude decreases. Equation (4.11) is the 
modified Equation is shown below: 
.Jf (w) = - exp( -jkb) (v::p( -jkb) - sin(kb) J 
sf kb 
(4.11) 
./fs/ is the spreading coefficient, it measures the amount of spread of the signal in 
frequency domain as a result ora spherical flaw, k is thc wave numOcr and b is thc radius 
of thc flaw. To gct a beneT understanding of thc change in the signal, this coefficient 
should be inverse Fourier transfonncd into thc time domain. It should be noted that this 
equation calcu lates the pulse-echo far-field scattering amplitude of a flaws, that has an 
isotropic spherical shape with a given radius h, which is twice the real length of the flaw. 
Referring 10 Figures below from Figure (4.12) up \0 Figure (4.23) explain the change in 
Ihe frequency and lime domains. 
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Figure 4.12a - Response of the Scattering Waves for II Flaw with 
o mm Rad ius - (using the modified Equation). 
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Figure 4.12b - Responsc of the Scattering Waves fora Flaw with 
4 mm Radius - (u.\-ing the modified Equation). 
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Figure 4.13a - Responsc of the Scattering Waves for a Flaw with 
8 mm Radius - (using the modified Equation). 
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Figu re 4.13b - Rcsponse of lhc Scattering Waves fora Flaw with 
12 mm Radius - (using the modified Equation). 
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Figure 4.14a- RcsponscofthcScatlcring Waves fora Flaw with 
16 mm Radius - (using Ihe modified Equalion) 
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Figure 4.14h - Response of the Scattering Waves fora Flaw with 
20 mm Radius - (using Ihe modified Equal/on). 
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As noted from Figures (4.12), (4 .1 3) and (4.14) thaI the amplitude is the same for all the 
responses for the different radii. The only difference is the spread of the signal. As the 
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radius increases the spread of the signal decreases and as the radius decreases, the spread 
of the s ignal increases; the Figure below, Figure (4.15) illustrates this fact. 
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Figure 4.15 - Frequency Responses for Flaws with Radii 0, 4, 8, 
12, 16 and 20 mm - (using the modified Equation). 
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Figure 4.16 - Frequency Rcsponst:s for Flaws with Radii 0, 4, 8, 12 
16 and 20 mm -Showing the Peak Valuesfor each Response. 
As noted, that the increase in the radius causes the response \0 be narrower and the 
decrease in the radius results in a wider response. The amplitude is kepi almost the same, 
constanl over the range ofalJ the frequencies presented in the plot. 
In thc time domain, the response will be the opposite, Ihc larger the radius of the naw thc 
wider thc response in the time domain and the lower the radius the narrower thc response 
in thc time domain. These facts are substantiated by Figures (4.17) \0 (4.23). 
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Figure 4. 17 - Comparison of the Time Domain Rcsponsesof the 
Scattering Waves for Flaws with Radius Sizes 0, 4, 
8, 12, 16and 20 mm, 
The Figure is re-plotted in a larger scale shown below in Figures (4.18) to (4.23) for each 
size of the flaw that clearl y show that as the radius of the flaw incrcascs, lhc lime shill of 
the signal incrcascs inthctimcdomain . 
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Figure 4.18 - Scattering Waves Time Domain Responsc for a Flaw 
Having 0 mm Radius. 
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Figure 4.19 - Scattering Waves Time Domain Responses ror Flaw 
RadiusS izc 4mm. 
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Figure 4.20- Scattering Waves Time Domain Responses for Flaw 
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Figure 4.21- SC311cring Waves Time Domain Responses for Flaw 
Radius Size 12mm. 
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Figure 4.23 - Scattering Waves Time Domain Responses - Flaw 
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4.5 SIGNAL PROPAGATION 
The input signal can be presented as a sine wave which propagates in the struc tUTC. The 
signal is infinite, so a windowing technique is required to truncate the signal. 
As mentioned earlier, there arc several windowing techniques such as rectangular, 
Bartlett, l'lanning, l.Jamming, Blackman and Kaiser. For this research Hanning 
windowing technique has been used. Other non-rectangular techniques can be used to 
produce smoother curves than the curves produced by the rectangular techniques. 
Smoother curves will definitely increase the accuracy when evaluating the spread of the 
signals and their amplitudes. The Hanning window function shown below truncates the 
signal where the sequences can be summed up (Oppenheim & Schafer, 20 10): 
(4.12) 
Also, it can be expressed as (Lathi , 2005): 
(4. 13) 
The input signal will be presented as a sine wave signal: 
X(/) - 0.5 x Cos (21ifc (I · /d)) (4.14) 
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Where, 
.fc: Ccnlcrfrcquency 
Timcvcclor; O:'S t :'5 T; 
tistakeninstepsofl ; h 
td " rime Delay 
N: Numbcrofsamplcs 
Time Duration for the signal in seconds 
Index numlx:r 
Then the truncated signal will be cxpresscd as: 
X. II) ~ XII)WII) 14.15) 
It is extremely crucial to know the frequency content of the signal to further analyze the 
signal. Performing the Fourier transform, the frequency domain representation of the 
signal is obtained. 
FFT 
X)I ) ~ X)w) 
lFFT 
(4.16) 
The signal propagating without defect in the frequency domain can be expresscU as: 
Y(w) =X)w)exp{ -jkd) (4.17) 
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Where, d is the propagation distance and k is the wave number relating the frequency to 
the wave speed along the propagation path. 
k = 21Cf 
C 
(4.18) 
Multiplying it with the spreading coefficient of the defect, the signal propaglltion with 
defect in the frequency domain is obtained which can be expressed as: 
r(w) =X)w)exp( -jkd) Ylsf (4.19) 
This is the mathemalical model that that will be used in this research to [ocate and 
estimate the defect. Then the output signal is presented in time domain by taking the 
Inverse Fourier Transfonn (lFFr). Obtaining the response in lime domain will provide 
a better representation and understanding of the response, hence the naw can be located. 
Knowing the group speed at the central frequency of the input signal and multiplying it 
with the propagation lime, the location of the flaw or the length of the pipe can be 
estimated. 
The steps required for carrying oUl lhe simulation process are: 
Determine the input s ignal &jualion (4.14), number of cycles and the central 
frequcncyifo). 
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2. Determine the length of the time window CD for the input signal in 
(microseconds) and determine the number of Discrete Fourier Transfonn (DFf) 
points (N) for this time window. 
3. Select a sampling frequency h greater than twice the signal bandwidth f. > 2BW 
to avoid overlapping repletion of the signal and to preserve the infonnation of the 
input signal X(I). The sampling frequency h is equal to lit" sampl ing time or 
sampling intervals, I, = T/(N-IJ, then the time window will be divided into N 
samplingintcrvals. 
4. Obtain the dispersion curves (frequencies versus group speed) for the input signal 
at the specified mode, whether longitudinal, torsional or flcxuml. 
5. Apply the windowing technique (Hanning) to shorten the signal. 
6. Perform FIT to the input signal to gel the frequency content of the signal. 
7. Obtain the prorogation flaw-free signal (Equation 4.17, this is reference signal) 
and the propagation signal with flaw (4.19). 
8. IFFT both signals in item 7. 
9. Determine the width difference or the time shill between the two signals in step 8 
and divide the result by two --- Ie = 112(1pa.. - ln,J. wherele: flaw extent. lpa.. 
and {rif are the time at the highest amplitude of the flaw signal and the time at 
the highest amplitude of reference signal respectively. 
10. Multiply the time shift in step number 9 by the group speed obtained in step 4 at 
the specified central frequency to estimate the extent of the flaw in millimeters. 
1 J. Add the time at the highest amplitude obtained for both s ignals in step 9 and 
multiply by the group speed and subtract that from the estimated flaw obtained in 
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10 to estimate the location of the flaw in meters, --- Ji '" 112( 1ft- + Irq) x Sg-
t. whcrej.. is the flaw extent and Ss is the group speed. 
Figures (4.24) and Figure (4.25) illustrate this fact in more details. 
Frequency (kHz) 
Figure 4.24- Dispersion Curves Showing the Phase Speed versus 
Frequency for Longitudinal Wave L(O, I ). 
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Figure 4.25 - Dispersion Curves Showing the Group Speed versus 
Frequency for Longitudinal Wave L(O, I). 
Figure (4.25) depicts the dispers ion curves for longitudinal wave propagat ing in steel 
pipe, modc(O, I), the group speed at the test frequency (300 kHz) is 3032.5 mls for a 2-
mlcre steel pipe with an external radius of 16.468 mm and internal radius of 17.68 mm. 
Figure (4.25) is obtained by calculating the dispersion Equations (3.20) and (3.2 1) for 
longitudinal and IOrs ional respectively. The propagating signal throughout the pipe is 
sho wn in Figure (4.26) in lime domain. 
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Fig ure 4.26 - The Reference Signal. 
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Figure 4.27 - The Flaw Signal. 
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As indicated in Figure (4.27) that the signal has travelled for 453.7 micro seconds while 
the reference signal shows the lime at the highest ampl itude is 434.4 micro seconds; 
obtaining the speed at the central frequency from Figure (4.25), thai the speed is 3032.5 
mI, . 
The radius of the flaw can be approximated within an accepTable degree of accuracy by: 
/. = 112( IjJm. -'r~rJ x Sg 
Where, /. : flaw extent. Iflaw and (rt/ are the lime at the highest ampl itude oflhc flaw 
signal and the time at the highest amplitude of reference signal respectively. 
/.~ 112 x (453.7 1!S - 434.4)lS)x 3032.5 mJs = 29.26mm. 
Percentage of Error = -2.45%. 
Then the location of the flaw wi ll be: 
Ii = 112( Ipm. + I~/) x S, - /.. wherej.. is the flaw exlent and Sg is the group speed. 
Ji = 112 x (453. 7 Jis + 434.4J1S ) x 3032.5mJs - (29. 26 11000)mm = 1.32mc\crs. 
To validate and demonstrate the feasibility of the mathematical models presented above, 
several trials with different propagation distances and flaw sizes are discussed in the next 
chapter, ~Simulation and Results". 
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CHAPTERS 
SIM ULATION AND RESULTS 
One oflhc objectives of this research is to develop a mathematical model that can predict, 
locate and quantify the extent of spherical flaw. In this chapter several simulat ion trials 
for ditTerent flaw s izes at different locations on steel pipes wi ll be presented using the 
mathematical model discussed in chapter 4. Such model can be used as a baseline for 
operators 10 know in advance what the output signals look like for defect-free-and 
defective pipelines. Moreover, such model can serve as a prerequisite for experimental 
work to provide signal TCsponse infonnation before conducting the cxpcrimcnls. It 
basically enhances our understanding and confidence of such models before performing 
any real time operation or experimental work. 
The main focus then will be exclusively on the developed mathematical model and the 
associated Equations under this research, Equations (4.1 1) and (4. 19) of the previous 
chapter as well as Equation (4.1 7). To validate these models and prove their feasibi lity in 
the application area, several tria ls will be presented and invest igated in section 5. 1 to 
conclude their viabi lity. Simulation of different naw sizes located at fixed distance will 
be presented in section 5.2 while simul3lion of different naw sizes located at various 
distances will be discussed in section 5.3 . The objective of this analysis is to determ ine 
the accuracy ofestimatcs obtained using the method suggested in this thesis. 
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5.1 CASE STUDIES SIMULATION 
Steel pipes with the fo llowing input parameters having ditTerent lengths, d ifferent flaw 
sizes and different fl aw locations wi ll be considered in this study. Three diffe rent 
scenarios will be considered in the simulat ion 10 demonstrate the validity and 
applicability of the models. 
5.1.1 Input Parameters 
Pipe Parameters 
Pipe Type: 
Infernal Diameter 
Ex/ernal Diameter 
Density: 
Poisson's Ralio 
Fir.\"l l'ipe 
Length: 
Flaw Location 
Flaw Radius: 
.wcondPire 
IA:nglh 
Flaw J~cal ion 
Flaw Radius ' 
Third I'ipe 
Length: 
First now locolion" 
Pirst Flaw Radius: 
&cond Flaw localion: 
&cond Flaw Radius: 
Steel Pipe 
18mm 
Umm 
7800kg/mJ 
0.3 
1.2M 
O.3M 
20mm 
lOM 
1.2M 
30mm 
2.8M 
O.8M 
60mm 
I.4M 
80mm 
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Input Signall'aramcters 
Te~'1 Frequenq (Central Frequency - fJ: 
Number a/Samples: 
Signal Duration 
Number of signal cycles: 
Wave Type/or/he Test: 
420 KJIz 
4096 
2000e-6 &conds 
8(ycle.~ 
Longitudinal Wave mode (0, I) 
The first step in the simulation process is to obtain the dispersion curves for the pipe 
being tested using Equation (3.20), From the dispersion curves, the phase or group speed 
can be dctcnnincd at the specified input frequency used in the simu lation. The value of 
the speed at the centra l frequency will be used to dClcnn inc the propagation distance and 
the tlaw size from the time domain response. 
Figures (5.1) and (5.2) show the dispersion curves for the specified pipes mentioned 
above. The plot shows that the group speed at the central frequency (420 KHz) is 3080 
m/s. 
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7000 1 
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~ SOOO 
14000 
$ 
~ 3000 
(0,1) 
2000 
1000 
0.2) 
200 
Dispersion ClJ'\IeS (phase speed) 
(0,3) l(O.4) 
400 600 
Frequency (kHz) 
BOO 1000 
Figure - 5. 1 - Dispersion Curves Showing Frequency versus I)hase 
Speed for Longitudinal Mode. 
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6000 
1000 (0,1) 
200 
Dispersioncl.XVBs(grot4)speecl) 
L(O,4) 
400 600 
Frequency (kHz) 
L(O,6) 
BOO 1000 
Figure - 5.2 - Dispersion Curves Showing Frequency versus Group 
Speed for Longitudinal Mode. 
5. 1.2 Simubl t ion Results and Analysis 
5.1.2.1 1.2 Meter Steel Pine Flaw Si1.c 20mm Located At O.9M 
Figures (5A) to (5 .9) show the time domain response for 1.2 meier steel pipe with an 
internal diameter of 18mm and external diamctcrof24 mm with a dcfct:\ having a radius 
of20mm localed at a distance orO.3M. 
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::f 
0.4 ' 
0.2 i 
-0.2 
-0.4 
Figure 5.3 - Pipc Details for the First Simulation. 
100 
hputSignal 
Non-Propagatirg Sig~ T 
Propagating Signal J 
200 300 400 
Time(~s) 
Figure 5.4 - The Original Signal and the Propagating 
Signal at the End of the Pipe. 
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Figure (5.4) shows the Iwo signals in the same plol; the input signal and the propagating 
signal. The second signal travelled up 10 the end of a defect-free pipe, i.e. , representing a 
pipe without a naw. 
)(: 11 ,2) 
0.8 V , O ,$f'~ 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
Figure 5.5 - The Original and the Propagating Signals Plot 
wi th Data Shown. 
Figure (5.5) shows the lime at the highest amplitude for both signals shown in the 
previous Figure, Figure (5.4). Figure (5.6) shows the original signal with a bcHer 
representation. 
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~LASignal 
r - The Original (Norl-Propagatilll) Signal 
0.5 
! O~I ----------------------~ 
-0.5 1 
50 100 150 200 250 
lime ().Is) 
Figure 5.6 - The Original Signal. 
lrllutSignal 
::t 
Figure 5.7 - The Propagating Signal up 10 the End of the Pipe. 
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Taking the time at the highest amplitude and multiplying it with the group speed at the 
specified input frequency, the travelled distance by the s ignal can be obtained. Figure 
(5.7) depicts the signal travelling in a defect-free pipe and it shows thaI the signal has 
travelled for 400 ).Is x 3080 mls (group speed) = 1.23 meters; the actual distance is 1.2 
meters; a small percentage error aoout 2.67%. 
'1 
osf 
~ 
« 
-0.5 
-1 ~-
60 
Signal propagation - The Referen::e Signal 
~~-, 
80 120 140 160 
TirneijIs) 
I<igure 5.8 - The Flaw-Free Reference Signal. 
Figure (5.8) illustrates the reference flaw-free signal that has travelled for 108.40 
microseconds. The travelled distance by the propagating signal can be estimated by the 
following Equation: 
9J 
Trnvclk"d Distance = tha x Sg (5.1) 
Where, 1M is the time at the highest amplitude of the propagating signal and 5g is the 
group speed. 
Flaw Signal- Flaw Size = 20 mm, Flaw location = 0.3 Meters, 
,r- ~ FI~SignaIJ 
0.5 
~ 
« 
<:1 
80 100 120 140 160 180 
Time (f..ls) 
Figurt! 5.9 - The Flaw Signal. 
Figure (5.9) shows the Ilaw s ignal has travelled for 12 1.60 microseconds. The extent of 
the /law can Ix: estimated by taking half of the difference of the times at the highest 
amplitudes of both the reference and the flaw signals and multiplying that by the group 
speed (Kundu, 2(04). Estimated Flaw Extent: 
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(5.2) 
Where, ~ is the flaw cxtent, ~"" is the time at the highest ampli tude of lhe flaw signal, 
(ref is the lime althe highest amplitude of the reference signal and Sg is the group speed 
of the signal. 
The difference between the spread oflhe flaw signal and the reference signal is 
( 121.6-108.4) 12 = 6.6 /-I S; 6.6 liS x 3080 mls = 20.33 mm ; the actual flaw I"Jdius is 20 
mm; = 1.64% error. 
The location of the flaw can be estimated by the followin g Equat ion: 
Estimated Flaw Location = J; - +(~a.., + trtf)xSg -~ 
The location of the flaw = 0.5)( ( 121.6 + 108.4) x3080 - 20.33/1000 = 0.33 meter; 
percentage of error = ] 0'%. 
(5.3) 
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5. 1.2.2 2.0 Meter Steel Pipe Flaw Size30mm Located at 1.2 M 
Figures (5.11) to (5.15) show the time domain responses for 2 meier steel pipe with an 
internal diamclcrof 18mm and external diameter of24 mm with a defect having a radius 
ofJOmm located at a distance of 1.2 m. 
Figure 5.10 - Details of the Pipe - S(.'Cond Simulation. 
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« 
rplASignal 0 .2 '-~-'---------'~~L-X--NO-.. p",p~ati'" S;'''''·II 
0.15 Propagatirg Signal 
0.1 
0.05 
-0.05 
-0.1 
-0.15 
200 400 
TIme{J.ls) 
800 
Figure S. t I - The Original Signal and Propagating Signal. 
1000 
Figure (5. 11 ) shows two signals in the same plot; the input signal and the signal that has 
travelled 10 the end of the pipe. Figure (5. [2) shows the input signal in better resolution. 
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lr1>utSignal 
Time ()ls) 
Fig ure 5. 12 - The Original Signal. 
hputSignal 
• )(:eMI.3 
O.02 r 
680 700 720 
Time (",S) 
Figure 5. 13 - The Propagating Signal. 
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Figure (5.13) portrays the signal that travelled 10 the end of the pipe stopping at 660.3 IlS. 
which the time is taken at the highest amplitude. Measuring travelling distance: 660.3 ).Is 
>< 3080 mls = 2.03 meters; 98.3% accuracy. 
Signal propagation - The Reference Signa~ 
! O~----------~I 
360 380 400 
Time(j.ls) 
420 440 
Figure 5.14- The Reference (Free-Defect) Signal 
J 
460 
Figure (5.14) shows the reference flaw-free signal; time at the highest amplitude is 4()() 
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Flaw Signal- Flaw Size = 30 mm, Flaw Location = 1.2 Meters, 
----=- FIaWSig~l 
-1 ~ 
380 400 420 440 460 480 
Time (f,ls) 
Figure 5.15 - The Flaw Signal. 
Figure (5. 15) illustrates the flaw signal, travelling for 418.60 /-I S; using Equation 5.2, to 
obtain the extent of the flaw = In x (4 18.60 - 400) J.lS x 3080 mls = 29 mm; 3.33 % 
Using Equation 5.3 10 estimated the location of the flaw : 
112 x (418.6 + 400) us )( 3080 mls - 29 mmll000 = 1.23 melers; 
2.50010 error, accounting for 98% accuracy in the result which is extremely good estimate. 
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5. 1.2.3 2.S Meter Steel Pine Flaw SilA'S 60mm at O.HM and SOrum at 104M 
Figures (5. 17) to (5.24) show the time domain responses for a 2.S-meter steel pipe with an 
internal d iameter of ]8rum and external diameter of 24 mm with two defects, the first one 
has a radius of 6Omm, located at a distance of D.8M , and the second defect has a radius of 
BOmm and located at l.4M. 
Figure 5.16 - Details Oflhc Pipe - Third Simulation. 
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·1 
20 
hputSignal 
~inal 
40 60 
Time{j.Ls) 
80 
Figure 5. 17 - The Input Signal. 
J 
100 120 
Figure (5.17) depicts the input signal as a stationary signal nol moving while Figure 
(5.18) shows the signal after it has (mvellc<! to the end of the pipe. 
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0.06 . f __ ~ __ ~-,-rplA Signal ~- I 
) - Propagati rg Signal I 
0.04 
0.02 • 
-0.02 
-0.04 1-
-O.06 b: 
860 660 000 920 940 ~~~~~ 
Time(pS) 
Figure 5.18 - The Response of the Propagating Signal. 
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O.04 f- ' 
0.03 f 
0.02 ·' 
___ ~ ___ F~wSignals 
I - FirstFlaw 
- Seoc:roFlaw 
0 0.01 
h o KtI .. ------------...... Ili..H· 
11 -001 '~ .~ II" 
-0.02 
-0.03 · , 
-0.04 ' 
-O.05 "300~--3"'5"'0-- 400 450 500 
Time (f,ls) 
Figure 5.19 - The Response of the 1'" and 2.-.1 Flaw Signals. 
Figure (5.19) illustrates the signals for the first and second flaws in two different colors. 
The Figure blcow, Figure (5.20) shows the propagating signal, trave lleing for 918.2 ).I S; 
using eqaution (5. 1) the estimated tarvelled distance becomes 2.828 meters, the actual 
distance is 2.8 meters, the reuslt has almost 99% accuracy. 
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··1. 
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===l 
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Figure 5.20 - The propagating Signal with Data Shown on the Plot. 
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Signal propagation - The First Reference Signal 
~ -~ "". 1 - , Y: O.&322 . 
0.5 . 
-0.5 1 
300 320 
Time (p.S) 
Figure S.2 J - The reference Signal for the I" Flaw with Data Shown on the Plol. 
Figure (5.21) shows the reference signa l for the first flaw stopping at 269.1 Its. 
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Flaw Signal - Flaw Size = 60 mm, Flaw Location = O.B Meters, 
1 
I 1 ~ FirstFlawSignal ] 
Time{J!s) 
Figu re 5.22 - The 1<1 Flaw Signal wi th Data Shown on the Plot. 
Figure (5.22) shows the time at the highest amplitude for the first flaw signal at 309.2 ~s, 
the estimated flaw size " 61.8 mm ; the actual is 60 mm; 2.9";" error. Using Equation 
(5.3) to get the estimated location of the flaw, the estimated location is 0.83 meters. The 
actual location is 0.8 meter, this difference in result accounts to 3.82% error in the result 
which is a negligible error. 
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-<l.5[ 
.1 . 
420 
Signal propagation - The Second Reference Signal 
440 460 480 
Time (!.tS) 
520 540 
Figure 5.23 - The Reference Signal for the 200 Flaw with Data 
Shown on the Plot. 
The reference signal for the second flaw is shown in Figure 5.23 where the time at the 
highest ampli tude is 465.9 )ls. 
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2nd Flaw Signal- Flaw Size = 80 mm, Flaw location = 1.4 Meiers, 
E Second F.w Si9",.Q 1 
" o f------~I\III 
-0.5 
-1 ' 
460 480 500 520 
Time(~s) 
540 580 
Figure 5.24 - The 2"" Flaw Signal with Data Shown on the Plot. 
Figure (5.24) shows the plot for the second flaw; time at the highest amplitude 5 18.2 liS. 
The estimated flaw size 80.65 mm. the actual flaw size is 80 mm; the difference between 
the actual and the estimated accounts for 0.8 1 % error which is extremely good. The 
estimated flaw location, using Equation (5.3) becomes 1.44 meters; accounting for 2.86 % 
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5.2 SIMULATION OF DlI' FE RENT FLAW SIZES LOCATED AT FIXED 
LOCATION 
The model was tested for various flaw sizes located at 1.2 meter and 2.0 meter at low 
freq uency, 300 KHz and high frequency SMI-Iz. The flaw sizes ranging from 10 mm up 
to 300 rum: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, [ 10, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 180, 200, 
260 and 300 mm. 
5.2.1 Simulat ion of Different Flaw Sizes at Low Frequency 
5.2.1.1 Simulation ofl>ifferent Flaw SilCS at Low Frcouency Located at 1.2 m 
T he specified frequency is 300 KHz and the group speed at this frequency as shown in 
Figure (5.25) is 3116 mls; Table (5.1) presents the re levant information for each 
estimated fl aw s ize and the estimated flaw location followed by a plot portraying the 
actual versus est imated flaws izcs. 
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Figure - 5.25 - The Dispersion Curvcs - Group Speed -
for Longitudinal Mode. 
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A~lu . 1 .;slimated ESlima' A~tu. 1 [ s li maled 
Fla ... ed ~·I.w -/. of I'll'" Fl . .. -;' 0( 
Size [)irrer~nce Oiffen n« Size Loxl li"n UKat ion 
(0101 ) , .... , (ju, (mm) ,m, ,m, 
3.2. l.U 9.89 1.20 1.23 2.50% 
20 6.42 1.20 1.23 2.5()O/. 
9.63 9.04 1.20 1.23 2.50% 
12.95 2.50-,j, 
51.76 ·3.5 1% 
58.6 1 
22.46 22.47 70.02 -0.03% 1.20 
80 25.67 -2.75% 1.20 1.23 2.50% 
9<l 28.88 28.S8 89M 2.50% 
'" 
32.09 2.50% 
'" 
]5.30 36. 15 
<2, 38.5 1 
<3, 41.72 42.oJ 130.91 -0.70% 1.20 
'" 
44.93 44.2 ' 131.76 
'SO 48. 12 149.94 0.04% 1.20 1.23 2.50% 
-0.85% 1.20 1.23 2.50% 
51.71 57.65 2.50% 
260 83.29 259.54 0. 18% 1.20 1.23 2.50% 
300 
Ta bleS. I - Output Results for Various Flaw Sizes at Low Frequency 
Located at 1.20 m. 
T he actual time difference is calculated by taking the actua l flaw s ize and dividing it by 
the estimated group speed obtained 'rom the dispers ion curves. The estimated time 
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difference is calculated by subtracting the lime althe highest amplitude for the flaw signal 
from that of the reference signal and dividing the result by 2. 
Flaw Sizes Comparison -@300 KHz 
1oo'--A:-dua:-:"' :::F.-W-::S:-i"'---'------,---=~-
90 x Estimated FlawSize@1 .2M 
60 
Ui' 70 
" 8 60 j 50 
is 40 
~ 
i= 30 
100 150 
FlawSizs-mm 
200 250 300 
Figure 5.26 - Comparison between Actual and Estimated Flaw Sizes Located 
at 1.2 Meter - Central Frequency = 300 KHz. 
Figure (5.26) compares the estimated flaw sizes versus the actual flaw size; the estimated 
values almost agree with actual values with a pcrccmagc of error ranging from -8.71% to 
6. [3% providing accuracy ranging from -91 .3% to 94%. 
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5.2. 1.2 Simulation of Different Flaw Si7.e!i at Low Frooueney Located a t 2.0 m 
The specified frequency is 300 KHz and thc group speed at this frequency as shown in 
Figure (5.26) i, 3 11 6 m/s; Table (5.2) presents tho relevant infonnation for each 
estimated naw size and the estimated flaw location followed by a plot portraying the 
actual versus est imated flaw sizes. 
El limaled f:SlinlalW • ... (If Attn. 1 Estimated Time f l • ."Slzt flaw Size I}irrtrf"~ Pirrt rt n« (mm) (.) I..o(a tion (mm) ("') Uu) (m) (m) 
10 3.21 9.51 -4.33% 2.' 2.03 
20 6.42 6.&4 21.31 6.53% 2.' 2.03 
9.63 &.91 27.77 -7.42% 2.' 2.03 
12.84 12.82 39.95 -0.13% 2.' 2.03 
" 
46.42 -7.1 7"10 2.' 2.03 
60 19.26 18.68 58.21 -2.98% 2.' 2.03 
2.' 2.03 
25.67 24.66 76.85 -3.93% 2 . 2.03 
28.45 -l.SOOIo 2.' 
'00 32.09 32.23 100.44 0.44% 2. 2.03 
35.30 34.43 107.29 -2.46'Y. 2.' 2m 
-0 .76% 2.' 
2.' 2.03 
'<0 44.93 44 .20 137.73 ·1.6~;' 2.' 2.03 
,,, 
-0.32% 2.03 
161.32 O.&~A. 2.03 
18' S7.77 57.63 2.' 
200 64. 18 63.61 2.' 
26. SJ.44 &3.15 259.10 -0.35% 2.' 2 .03 
301.33 0 .44-;' 2.03 
Table 5.2 - Output Results for Various Flaw Sizes at Low Frequency 
Located at 2.0 m. 
(. ) 
1.6M/. 
1.66'Y. 
1.6M/. 
1.66% 
1.66% 
1.66% 
1.66% 
1.66% 
1.66% 
1.66'Y. 
1.66% 
1.66% 
1.66'Y. 
1.66% 
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1oo~ __ ----,F.::Iaw= S;::",::, .::co::m",p=""::;·,o=n,--@= 300:;::..:.K,,"'-: 
- ActuaI Flaw Size@ 2M 
90 If: Estimated Flaw Size @ 2M 
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::t 
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FlawSize-mm 
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Figure 5.27 - Comparison between Actual and Estimated Flaw Sizes 
Located at 2.0 Meter - Central Frequency : 300 KHz. 
Figure (5.27) compares the estimated naw s izes versus the actual naw size; the estimated 
va lues almost agree with actual values with a percentage of error ranging from -7.42% to 
6.53% providing accuracy ranging from -92.6% 10 93.5%. 
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Flaw Sizes Comparison·@3oo KHz 
100 
- Actual flaw Size 
90 .... Estimated Flaw Size @ 1.2M 
I( EstimaledFlawSize@2M 80 
70 
~ 60 
~ 50 
~ 
is 40 
~ 
~ 30 
20 
50 100 150 
FlawSize-mm 
200 250 300 
Figure S.2S - Comparison between Actual and Estimated Flaw Sizes Located 
at 1.2 Meiers and 2.0 Meters - Central Frequency : 300 KHz. 
Figure (S.28) illustrates actual nnw sizes versus fl aw sizes estimated at the low 
rrcqucncy, 300 KHz located at two different distances 1.2 meters and 2.0 meters. The 
estimated values lit exactly on the actual values line ror both distances. 
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5.2.2 Simulation of Different Flaw Sizcs at Uigh Frequency toeatcd at !.2m 
and 2.0m 
The model was tested for 30 mm flaw located al 1.2 meter and 2.0 meter at hi gh 
frequency. The specified frequency was 5MHz. The group speed at 5M Hz as shown in 
Figure (5.29) is 2905 mls. 
Dispersion CI..IV9S (Grol4l Speed) 
5000 
"ooo~ l3000 -------~------------------~ ~ , g 2000 1 
1000 r 
o~ 
o 1000 -----,Q6(; ---C3000~C--~ 
Frequercy (kHz) 
I 
5000 
Figure 5.29 - Dispersion Curves - Group Speed - for L()ngiludinal Mode 
L(O.I), 
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5.2.2.1 Simulat ion of Different Flaw Sizes at High Frequency Located al 1.2M 
Figures (5.30) and (5.31) show the plot for the first estimated flaw sizes, 30 mm is shown 
below. The time shill between both the reference and the flaw s ignal was calculated to be 
9.6IlS, so the estimated flaw size is: 2905ms)( 9.6).1s =28 mm, the percenlage of error = 
6.7%. Table (5.3) presents the relevant information for all the estimated flaw sizes 
considered lind the estimated flaw location followed by a plot portraying the actual versus 
estimated flaw sizes. 
Signal propagation· The Reference Signal for the Flaw 
O.S F 1 
0.6 
0.4 X: 39(1.1 V: 0.2866 
-06L 
388 - -:C38!:::9--390 391 
Time (f,ls) 
392 393 394 
F ig ure 5.30 - Reference Signal for 30 mm Defect Located at 1.2 m -10 
(High Frequency -5M Hz). 
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Signal propagation - The Signal for TIle Flaw 
-0.2 
-O.3 t"----c4'!c08 --4"O~9 -~41C:O- L 411 412 413 
Time ().ls) 
FigurcS.31 - Flaw signal for 30 mm defect located at 1.2 m - /0 (High 
Frequency - 5MHz). 
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Fbw T ime t;,timl t rd % Size Difference I)j"t~n« .'b ... Siu Error LOCl lio n Locl tion t: rro r (mm) (U5) (U5) (nlm ) 
,.) 
' m) 
'm) ") 
10 3.44 3.05 - 11.40010 1.20 1.1 3 -5.42% 
6.65 19.32 -3.4 1% 1.1 3 
' 3 0 -3.55% 1.20 -5.42% 
30 10.33 9.60 1.20 1.13 -5.42% 
40 13.77 13.10 -4.86% 1. 13 -5.420/. 
17.21 16.l S 1.20 1.0 -5 .42% 
56.07 
-6.56% -5.42% 
24.10 t2Q 1. 13 ·H Z-/. 
25.80 74.95 -6.3 1% 1.13 -5.42% 
1.20 1.13 -S AW. 
100 34.42 32.45 94,27 -5 ,7)0/. -5 .42% 
110 37,37 JS. SO 103.1 3 1.20 I.I J -5.42% 
120 41.31 39.00 113 .30 ·5 .59"/. 1.2D 1.1 ) -5.42% 
130 44.15 42.05 
140 48. 19 132.76 -5. 17% 1.20 1.1 3 -5.42% 
150 5 1.64 141.04 - S .9~10 1. \3 ·5,42% 
16<) 55.08 SLSO 1.20 
1.20 1.13 -5.42% 
200 68.85 64.80 1.20 -5.42% 
26<) 89.50 84.15 -5.98% -5.42% 
282.66 1.20 1.13 -104.52% 
TableS.3- Output Results for Various Flaw Sizes at High Frequency 
Located at 1.20 m. 
------- ------------ -----
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Figure 5.32 - Actual versus Estimated Flaws wi th Varying Sizes 
Located at 1.2M -10 (High Frequency -5MHz). 
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Figure (5.32) compares the estimated (Taw sizes versus the actual (Taw sizc; the estimated 
values almost agree with actual values with a percentage or error ranging from -7.04 % to 
-3.41 % providing accuracy ranging rrom ·93% up to -96.6% for all the flaws greater 
than 10 mi llimeter, while the IO-millimeter (Taw accuracy is -88.6%. 
5.2.2.2 Simulation of Different Flaw Sizes at High Frequency Located at 2M 
Figure (5.33) compares the estimatf .. 'd (Taw sizcs versus thc actual flaw size; Table (5.4) 
indicates that the estimatcd values almost agree wi th actual values with a percentage or 
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error rang ing fru m -8.78% to -3.41 % providing accuracy ranging from -91.22% to -
96.6% for all the flaws greater than 10mm. While the 10-mil imter fl aw accuracy is -
87.2%. 
Estimated % Actu al ~'llIw T imf 
." law Siu or flaw Siu Erro r t oe. lion Loca t ion 
(mm) , .... ) , .... ) (.nm) ,±) (m) (m) 
3.44 
2.0 
" 
8.61 22.80 2.0 
<0 38.64 2.0 
50 16.25 47.21 -5.59% 1.89 
56.07 -6.56% 2.0 
24.10 66.23 -5.38% 2.0 1.89 
2.0 
29.40 85.41 2.0 
34.42 32.45 94.27 -5.13% 1.89 
110 37.87 35.50 103.13 2.0 
39.10 IlJ.S9 -5.35% 1.89 
-6.03% 1.89 
1<0 48.19 45. 10 131.02 2.0 
150 48.75 14 1.62 2.0 
160 150.48 2.0 1.89 
'" 
169.5 1 -5.83% 2.0 1.K9 
68.85 64.90 188.53 
260 1.39 
97.31 282.85 
Table 5.4 - Output Results for Various Flaw Sizes at High 
Frequency Located at 2.0 m. 
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Flaw Sizes Comparison··@ 5 MHz 
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I - ActuaIFlawSize@ 2M· ~ Estimated Flaw Size@_2M 
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~ ~ ~ 60 r ~ 
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FlawSize - mm 
Figure 5.33 - Actual versus Estimated Flaws with Varying Sizes 
Located at 2.0 M -to (I-ligh Frequency -SMHz). 
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Different Flaw Sizes Comparison@ 5 MHz 
120 '--A:-C-'-tua--:I -=F~:--w--'S::-ize ----'----=--~­
x Estimated Flaw Size@12M 
100 V Estimated Flaw Size @ 2M 
250 300 
FlawSize · mm 
Figure 5.34 - Actual versus Estimated Flaws with Varying Sizes Located 
at 1.2 M & 2.0 M - f,; (High Frequency -5 MHz). 
Figure (5.34) illustrates actual flaw sizes versus flaw sizes estimated at the high 
frequency, 5M Hz KHz located at two different distances 1.20 melers and 2.0 meters. 
The estimated values almost agree with the actual values line for both distances with 
slight variation. 
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Different Flaw Sizes Comparison 
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o EstimatedFlawSil!\!l @ 1.2M-300KHz 
Estimated F1ewSim C 2M - 3oo KHz 
o EsbmatedF18wSile 0 1.2M - 5M-1z 
+ EsbmatedFlawSim C 2M - S",",z 
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Flaw Size· mm 
Figure 5.35 - Comparison of Actual and Estimated Flaws with Varying 
Sizes Located at 1.2 meters and 2.0 meters al Central 
Frequencies = 300 kHz and 5M Hz. 
Figure (5.35) illustrates actual flaw sizes versus flaw sizes estimated at the high 
frequency, 5M Uz and low frequency. 300 kHz located at two different distances 1.20 
meters and 2.0 meters. The estimated values almost agree with the actual values line for 
Doth distances and for both frequencies with slight variation. 
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5.3 SIMULATION OF DIFFERENT FLAW SIZES LOCATED AT VARIO US 
DISTANCES 
Another simulation was made using the parameters of the piflC in reference (Wang et aI., 
20 I 0) and at the same specified frequency of 420 KHz, but the length of pipe is 10 
melers. Flaws with different sizes: 16,20,24,30, 44, 66 and 100 mm were introduced on 
the pipe located at ditTerent locations along the IO-meter length. For each flaw size, the 
flaw is kept constant and its location is varied along the pirx: 0.5 - meter interval. 
Flaw Located at Various Locations - 16, mm, 
_ Flaw Size - 16, mm, 
Distance (M) 
Figure 5.36 - 16 mm Estimated Flaw Size versus Distance Plot. 
12' 
Figure (5.36) shows the predicted flaw size of 16 mm located at different points along the 
IO-meter pipe, the flaw size was kept constant and its location was varied in O.5-mctcr 
in terval along the 10-meter pipe. The Figure shows that as the location of the flaw 
changes the estimated flaw size varies insignificantly when compared with the actual flaw 
size 
Flaw Located at Various Locations - 20, mm, 
'o f 
~ F~WS!ze ' 20,m--;nJl 
6 
Distance (M) 
Figure 5.37 - 20 mm Estimated Flaw Size versus Distance Plot. 
10 
Figure (5.37) shows the predicted flaw size or20 mm located at different points along the 
IO-meter pipe, the flaw size was kepI constant as the location was varied along the pipe. 
The figure portrays that the predicted flaw size almost agrees with the actual flaw size as 
the location oflhc flaw changes along the pipe. 
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Figu re 5.38- 24 mm Estimated Flaw Size versus Distance Plot. 
--" 
10 
Figure (5.38) shows the predicted naw size of 24 mm located III different points along the 
I O-metcr pipe, again the naw size was kept the same at 24 mm radius and its location was 
varied along the pipe. The estimated naw size al each location varied insignificantly when 
compared with actual naw size as it can be seen from the Figure. 
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Flaw Located at Various Locations - 30, mm, 
60·~--~ 
[ - Flaw Size - 30, mm, 1 
50 1 
}401 
u; 
!30 ~ ~~-* ____ ~,~~ ____ ~~-+ ____ ~ 
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10 f 
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o 10 
Distance (M) 
Figure 5.39 - 30 mm Estimated Flaw Size versus Distance Plot. 
Figure (5.39) shows that the predicted flaw size of 30 mm located at different points 
along the IO-meter pipe was steady all over the range of distances, the only noticeable 
change can be secn at 4 mete which is insignificant. 
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Actual Versus Estimated Flaw locations for Flaw Size 30, mm, 
10 
-- Actual Flaw Location 
• Estimated Flaw location I l 
1 ~ 
Time (us) 
I'igure 5.40 - Comparison between the Estimated and Actual Location 
for 30mm - Flaw. 
Figure (5.40) compares the actual flaw location versus the estimated flaw location for a 
30 mm flaw located at different distances along the IO-meter pipe. As indicated from the 
Figure that there is very little variation between the actual and the estimated distance. As 
the distance or location of the llaw goes beyond 4.8 meier; this variation starts to increase 
but this increase in variation is insignificant as depicted from the Figure and does not 
affect thcaccuracy of the rcsult. 
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Figure 5.41 - 44 mm Estimated Flaw Size versus Distance Plot. 
Figure (5.41) shows the estimated flaw size versus the distance fora 44 mm l1aw located 
at various points along the pipe. The Figure shows that as the flaw location changes along 
the pipe, the estimated flaw size almost agn.'Cs with the actual flaw size. 
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Actual Versus Estimated Flaw Locations for Flaw Size 44, mm, 
10r-----~--~~--_r,,--
- Actual Flaw Location 
* Estimated Flaw Location 
00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 
Time (us) 
Figure 5.42 - Comparison bclw(,'Cn the Estimated and Actual Location for 
44mm-Flaw. 
Figure (5.42) compares the actual nnw location versus the estimated naw location for the 
44-mi limter flaw. The Figure shows very liule variation between the actual and the 
estimated distances. As the distance or location of the naw goes beyond 4.5 meier; this 
variation starts 10 increase but this increase in variation is insignificant. 
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Flaw located at Various Locations - 66 mm. 
120 -L::::!=!IaW Size - 66, mm, 
~ 100 
i 80 
~60 ·"""""""'·"·~'··~······'· u: 
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Figure 5.43 - 66 mm Estimated Flaw Size versus Distance prot. 
Figure (5.43) shows the estimated flaw size versus the distance for a 66 mm flaw located 
at various points along IO-meter pipe. The Figure shows that the estimated size of the 
flaw is almost the same as the actual size orthe flaw along the pipe. 
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Actual Versus Estimated Flaw Locations for Flaw Size 66, mrn, 
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Figu re 5.44 - Comparison between the Estimated and Actual Location for 
44mm-Flaw. 
Figure (5.44) compares the actual flaw location versus the estimated flllw localion lo r 66-
mil imtcr flaw. There is very little variation between the actual and the estimated distance. 
This variation starts to increase beyond the 5-mttr region but this increase in variation is 
insignificant. 
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FigurcS.4S - 100 mm Estimated Flaw Sizc versus Distance 1)10t. 
Figure (5.45) shows the estimated fiaw size versus the distance for a 100 mm naw located 
at various points along lO-mclcr pipe. The Figure shows that when changing Ihe fla w 
location along the pipe the estimated size of the flaw is almost the same as the actual size 
of the fl aw. 
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Actual Versus Estimated Flaw Locations for Flaw Size 100, mm, 
10r,==o------------
- Actual Flaw Location 
9 • Estimated Flaw location 8 ~ 
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Figure 5.46 - Comparison between the Estimated and Actual Location for 
100 mm - Flaw. 
Figure (5.46) compares the actual flaw location versus the est imated flaw location. The 
fi gure indicates that there is slight variat ion between the actual and the estimated 
distances when the flaw is located at 4.8 meier and beyond. 
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Flaws with OiJrerenI Sizes Located at Various Locations 
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Figure 5.47 - Estimated Flaw Sizes versus Distance - Comparison of 
All Flaws Located at Different Di stances. 
10 
Figure (5.47) shows the estimated fl aw sizes fo r all the flaws considered in the analysis 
with sizes 16, 20, 30, 44, 66 and 100 mm versus the various locations along the IO-meter 
pipe. As it can be seen from the Figure that as the localion of the flaw changes the 
estimated flaw size varies insign ificantly when compared to the actual size of the flaw 
which docs not affect the accuracy of the result. 
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CHAPTER 6 
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
[n th is chapter the results of experiments reported in two research papers (Wang, Tse, 
Mechefske & Meng, 20 10) and (Aiello, Di lcttoso & Salerno, 2005) for sizi ng fl aws with 
varying d imensions will be compared with the simulat ion resul ts obtained using the 
method suggested in this thesis. The subsequent sections provide the relevant details and 
Ihc resu lts pcrtaining to each experiment. 
It should be noted, that one of the underlying assumptions of the modifi ed model 
suggested in this thesis is that the flaw has an isotropic spherical shape with a given 
mdius. To use this model for the estimation of actual fl aws, onc can use one of the 
fo llowing two approaches: 
The surface of a rectangular shape is obtai ned by unwrapping the spherical shape as 
shown in Figure (6. 1) 
Area = 2nr x 2r = 4nr2 
Figure 6. 1 - Schematic Showing the Sphere and the Unwrapped Sphcre Equivalence. 
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In this case, the assumed axial extent of the flaw in the experiment is equivalent to 21\"T 
mm, the radius of the sphere is r = x In, where x is the dimension of the flaw and thi s is 
the value that will be used in the Equation to calcu late the response o f the assumed 
spherical flaw. Then the response of the flaw obtained from simulation will approximate 
the radius of the flaw (r), which will be substituted back into 21[rlo gct the full length. 
The second approach is 10 assume that the dimension of the fla w is equal to 2r as shown 
in Figurc (6.2). 
Figure 6.2 - Fill ing the External Surface of the Sphere into a Square. 
It rea lly, docs not matter here as long as we arc evaluating the length of the fl aw whether 
in the circumferential or axial direction. The model takes T, the radius of the flaw as the 
input parameter which is halfofthe length of the flaw. 
It has becn found that second approach gives better estimates than the first approach. 
Thcrefore, in this work will take the second approach in est imating actual flaws. 
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Other points to note are that the responses of longitudinal waves can accurately dctcnninc 
the location and the size of the ax ial extent of the flaw while the responses of torsional 
waves can provide the infonnal ion about the circumferential extent of the flaw. 
6.1 2.0 - MET ER STEEL. PU'E, FLAW WIT H 10 MM AXIAL EXTENT AND 
10° IN THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL I>IRECT ION 
Under this section the results of an experiment for sizing the flaw will be compared with 
s imulation results produced by this research. Accord ing to (Aiello ct aI., 2005), a 2-melcr 
steel pipe with 43 mm external radius and 37.S mm internal radius having flaw with axial 
extent of 10 mm, and 10· in the circumferential direction was invcstigated. The flaw is 
located at a distance of350 mm. The perimeter of the pipe is equal to 2Jt x r "" 8M and the 
circumferentia l extcnt at 10° becomes 2.39 1t = 7.5 1 mm. 
10 Circumf",nlill Ext,nI 
Figure 6.3 - Details of the Pipc in the First Experiment (Aiello et aI. , 2(05). 
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6.1.1 Results for the Circumferential Flaw 
The central frequency was selected to be 420 kHz and from the dispersion curves the 
group speed at this frequency is 3126 mls for the torsional wave '1'(0,1) as shown in 
Figure (6.4). The output results as given by the program and the flaw-free and flaw 
signals are shown in Figurc(6.5). 
6000 r 
5000 
~ 4000 
Dispersion CUlVeS (Group Speed) for 
Steel Pipe nt. R = 37.5 Ext. R=43mm 
l 
~ T(0,1) ~3000~~~----~----=========== 
~ 
~ 2000 
1000 
,~ TI , ) 
~2~0~0----~4~00~--~600~ 800 
Frequency (kHz) 
Fig ure 6.4 - Dispersion Curve for Steel Pipe with Internal and 
External Radii. 37.5 and 43.0 mm. 
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X 10.3 Signal propagation - The Reference Signal 1:E± ~ 1 I 
~ 
108 110 112 114 116 
Tlmel.).ts) 
118 121) 122 
x 10.3 Flaw Signal- Size "7.51 mm, Location" 0.35 Meters, (I ,~ : (=:J 
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Time(~s) 
Figure 6.5 - Time Domain Response for the 7.5 1 mm 
Circumferentia l Flaw Located at 0.35 Meter. 
Time al lhe Highesl Amp/ilude - Ref Signa/: 
Time at the Highe.1"I Amp/ilude - Flaw Signa/: 
Time Difference between Ref and Flaw Signals: 
AClual Flaw Wcalion· 
Estimated Flaw Location: 
PercenlOge of Error: 
AClual Flaw Size: 
Estimated Flaw Size: 
Percentage of Error 
113.431 ps 
116. 11 7 p .l· 
/.343/ ps 
O.35melers 
0.354585melers 
1.3101 % 
7.51mm 
8.39707 mm 
11.8118 % 
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The actual flaw size was 7.5 1 mm while the estimated was 8.4 mm resulting in an CITOTOr 
11.8%. This isa limitation of lhc model that as the size oflhe flaw goes below [0 mm the 
pcrcentage of error Slart to increase. 
6.1.2 Results for IheAxial Flaw 
The output results and the flaw response Figures arc shown below in Figure (6.7). The 
central frequency was se lected to be 420 kHz and from the dispersion curves the group 
speed at this frequency is 3099.5 ntIs for the longitudinal wave L(O, I) as shown in FiguTC 
(6.6). 
L(O,2) 
"" Frequency (kl-b':) 
Figure 6.6- Group Speed Dispersion Curves for a Steel Pipe with 
37.5 mm Internal Radius and 43 mm External Radius. 
------- -----_._----
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)( 10'3 Signal propagation - The Reference Signal 
1fr 
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Time ()Js) 
)( 10-3 Flaw Signal- Size = 10 mm, Location = 0.35 Meters, 
! i~ ~. [~--
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Figure 6.7 - Time Domain Responsc for the 10.0 mm Axial Flaw 
Located at 0.35 m. 
Time at lhe l-lighes/ Amplitude. Ref Signal: 
Time aI/he Highest Amplilude - Flaw Signal 
Time Difference between Ref and Fluw Signal.~: 
AClual Flaw LoCalioll " 
Estimated Flaw weal ion 
Percen/age of Error: 
Ac/uai Flaw Size: 
Estimated Flaw Size: 
Percentage of Error: 
120.521 ps 
123.909 ps 
1,69383 p.\" 
0.35 meters 
0.373556 melers 
6.7302% 
IOmm 
10.5 mm 
5.00046 % 
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The percentage of error is about 5% for the estimation of the flaw; this is a good 
approximation with an acceptable percentage of error. The estimated location of the flaw 
is 0.37 meter resulting in 6.7% of error which is acceptable. 
6.2 2.030-METER STEEL Pl t'E, FLAWS WITH DI FFERENT SIZES 
Under this section the results of an experiment for sizing the Ilaw will be compared with 
simulation results produced by this research. A steel pipe with flaws having difTerent 
sizes 3, 6, 14, 16,2 1, 24,27,29,37,42 and 86 mm in the axial direction at a distance of 
1.3 meier was tested as per (Wang el aI., 20 I 0). The length of the pipe is 2.030 meters 
with external radius [7 mm and internal radius of 15 mm. 
I 1.3M I 
1E""-"-"-"-"-"-" -"-"-" -"-"-"1 
Figure 6.8 - Details of the Pipe in the Second Experiment (Wang et a!. , 20 10). 
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6.2.1 Input Data: 
Central Frequency: 
Group Speed @ theSpecified Frequency: 
Time at the Highest Amplitude. Reference Signal: 
420000 Hz 
3076m1s 
418.071 ~s 
Flaw sizes (mm): (3,6, 14, 16, 21,24,27,29,37, 42, 86) mm 
i 
I 
~ 
~ 
DiSper.iion Curws (Group Speed) 
6000 
5000 
L(0 ,2) 
4000 
3000 
L(O, ) 
2000 
L(0,1) 
1000 
°O;;----o,00~~200~-;;300*" 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
Frequency (kHz) 
Figure 6.9 - Dispersion Curves Showing Group Speed for a Steel Pipe 
wi th Internal Radius 15mm and External Radius J7mm . 
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6.2.2 OUlput Da lQ 
The output resul ts for somc selccted flaw sizes arc shown below, the output data and the 
response plots in lime domain. 
Flaw s i:r.e 3mm located al 1.3 meter: 
Time allhe HigheSl Amplilllde - Ref Signal: 
Time Of Ihe Highcsi Amplifude - Flow Signal: 
Time Difference between Ref and Flaw Signal: 
AClua/ Flaw Localion 
Estimaled Flaw uJcaliwl" 
Percell/age of Error: 
Actual ""law Size: 
ESlima/ed Flow Size: 
Percentage of Error: 
418.264 ps 
419.973ps 
0.854597 p.\' 
I.Jrnelers 
1.18658 meler~' 
· 1.03232 % 
3mm 
2.62874 mm 
-12.3754% 
" 10~ Signal propagat ion _ 1he Reference Signal 
TlmeCJ.>Sj 
,,104 FlawSlgnaI - FlawSlze .. 3mm, FI_Locatlon - 1.3 MelMa. 
Figure 6.10- The Time Domain Response forthc 3 mm 
Axial Flaw Located at 1.3 meter 
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Flaw sile 6mm located at 1.3 meter: 
Time althe Highest Amplitude - Ref Signal: 
Maximum Amplitude - Ref Signal: 
Time allhe Highest Amplitude - Flaw Signal: 
Maximum Ampli/uile - Flaw Signal: 
Amplilude Difference between Ref and Flaw Signal.~: 
Time Difference between Ref and Flaw Signals: 
Actual Flaw wca/ion: 
Estimated Flaw Location: 
Percentage of Error: 
Actual FlawSizc " 
Estimaleti Flaw Size: 
I'ercentage of Error: 
~ 10..:1 Signal propagation - The Refefence Signal 
4/B.264ps 
0.431125 
422.293 ps 
0.424454 
-0.00667107 
2.0/44/ jiS 
1.3melers 
/.28658 m 
-/.03% 
6mm 
6.19631 mm 
3.27188 % 
lit JE- 1 
410 415 420 425 435 
Time (liS) 
)( lO-3Flaw Signal Flaw Size = 6 mm. flaw Location = 1.3 Melen;, 
t:l + 
[ FI': S_~ 
.20 
'" 
<30 .,. 
Time (liS)
Figure6. 11 - The Time Domain Response for the 6.0 mm 
Flaw Located at 1.3 meter. 
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Flaw size 14mm located at 1.3 meier: 
lime allhe Highest Amplitude - Ref Signal: 
Maximum Amplitude - Ref Signal: 
Time al Ihe Highest Amplitude - Flaw Signal: 
Maximum Amplitude - Flaw Signal: 
Time Difference Between Ref and Flaw Signals(us): 
Actual Flaw Location: 
Estimated Flaw Location-
Percentage of Error: 
Actual Flaw Size: 
Estimated Flaw Size: 
Percentage 0/ Error 
nme(~s) 
418.264f1S 
0.431125 
427.298 ps 
0.412625 
4.5/7J5ps 
I.]meler.f 
1.28658 m 
-1.03232% 
14mm 
13.8948 mm 
-0.751696% 
)( 10~F'''wSig''''l 
, L 
FlawSlze . 14 mm. FI_Location . 1 .3 Metom. 
r - Flawr Slgnal ! 
430 435----.;;;;-~ 
Tlme(fis ) 
Figure 6.12 - The Time Domain Response for the 14.0 mm Flaw 
Located at 1.3 meter. 
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Flaw size 16mm located lit 1.3 meier: 
Time althe Highest Amplitude - Ref Signal: 
Maximum Amplitude - Ref Signal: 
Time allhe Highest Amplitude - Fluw Sigtw/: 
Time Difference he/ween Ref and Flaw Signal~': 
Actual Flaw Location: 
Ex/imaled Flaw Location: 
Percentage of Error" 
Aclllal F/uwSize: 
t;stimaled Flaw Size: 
Percentage of Error: 
4IB.264f1S 
0.431125 
428. 763 ps 
5.24966!Js 
1.3 meters 
1.28658 mNers 
-1.03232 % 
16mm 
16. 148 mm 
0.924796 % 
x 10"" S!gnal propagation - The Reference 5ignal 
1:1 1t± == 
- ~ ~ - - -Time(~s) 
x 10"FlawSlgnel - Flaw 5il:e • 16mm. Flaw Loc81ion · 1.3 Mele<!;, 
I)~
~ - - - - -Tlme (I's) 
Figure 6.13 - The Time Domain Responsc for the 16.0 mm 
Flaw Located at 1.3 meter. 
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Flaw si ... e 37mm loca led at 1.3 meter: 
Time lllihe /-fighesl Amplitude - Ref Signal: 
Maximum Amplitude - Ref Signal: 
Time allm: Highest Amplitude - Flaw Signal: 
Maximum Amplitude - Flaw Signal: 
Amplitude Difference belWeen Ref and Flaw Signals 
Time Difference between Ref anti Flaw Signals: 
Actual Flaw Location 
£~'Iim(j{ed Flaw Localioll: 
Percenwge of Error: 
Actual F/uwSize: 
t.slimaled Flaw SizI!' 
Percentage of Error: 
x 10" SI!j/1\81 ptOpltg8tion . The Reference Signal 
, 4 ~ 8 : ~ l -4 ~ . __ •. ___ t ___ . _ · 
" h 
.. ," .." .." 
'" Time (I'.) 
4/8.264115 
0.431125 
441.46ps 
0.425802 
-0.0053233/ 
11.5981 ps 
I.Jme/ers 
1.28658 melers 
-/.03232% 
~~ 
37mm 
35.6757 mm 
-3.57908% 
l 
.J 
10-3Flaw Signal Flaw Size . 37 mm, Flaw Location - 1.3 Mete<s . 
!!~
430 <135 «0 445 450 455 
Time {J.s) 
Figure 6.14 - The Time Domain Response for the 37.0 mm Flaw 
Located at 1.3 meter. 
----- -------------
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Flaw size 42mm localed a l 1.3 meier : 
Time at the Highest Amplitude - Ref Signal: 
Maximum Amplitude - Ref Signal: 
Time allhe Highest Amplitude - Flaw Signal: 
Maximum Amplitude - Flaw Signal: 
Time Difference between Ref and Flaw Signals: 
Actual Flaw Lvcation 
Estimated Flaw Location: 
Percentage of Error· 
Actual naw Size: 
Estimated Flaw Size: 
Percentage of Error: 
4/8.264ps 
0.431125 
445.245 ps 
0.39708 
13.4904ps 
1.3melers 
1.28658 meters 
- 1.03232% 
42mm 
41.4965 mm 
-1.19876% 
• 
i".,~"·-' __ S~ign"l propagaTion· 'The R..-woe Signal 
:~: -*H 
llme("s) 
10 .... FI_Slgnal FI_ SI:r.e - .2 mm. Flaw location _ 1_3 Met ...... 
f if. _±:Itfl 
Figure 6.15 - The Time Domain Response for the 42.0 mm Flaw Located 
at 1.3 meter. 
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Flaw size 86mm loca ted at 1.3 meter: 
Time al the lIighest Amplitude - Ref. Signal: 
Maximum Amplitude - Ref Signal: 
Time althe Nighest Amplitude - Fluw Signal 
Maximum Amplitude - Flaw Signal: 
Time Difference be/ween Ref and Flaw Signals: 
AClUa/ Flaw weal ion 
Estimated Flaw Localion: 
Percentage of Error 
Ac/ual Flaw Size: 
Estimated Flaw Size 
Percentage of Error: 
418.264 ps 
0.431125 
473.324JJs 
0.412935 
27.5302 ps 
1.3melers 
1.28658 meIer.\' 
-1.03232% 
86mm 
84.6829mm 
-1.53146% 
x lO""Flsw Sig""'l Flaw Size. ee mm. Flaw locallon _ 1.3 Meters 
Figure 6. 16 - The T ime Domain Response for the 86.0 mm 
Flaw Located at 1.3 meter. 
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"I. of 
Kd. .;rror 
Signal - Signal - G roup betWN>D 
Flaw Timeal Timet' S""", .' I .wSi7~ Adn l l Sizt lI ighest Highest 
""1 (m/s) (mm) (mm) Amplitude Amplitude Simulation 
("" 
"'" 
Resu lts 
3.00 418.264 419.973 0.85 3076.00 2.63 - 12.3'1'10 
418.264 422.293 2.01 3076.00 3.28% 
418.264 421.298 4.52 -0.76% 
16.1 5 O.9ZOA. 
431.449 6.59 )076.00 
418.264 433.769 7.75 3076.00 23.85 
27.00 418.264 8.30 ) 076.00 25.54 
27.98 ·3.52% 
441.46 11.60 3076.00 35.68 ·).58% 
445.245 13.49 3076.00 41.50 -1.20% 
86.00 413.264 473.324 27.53 3076.00 84.68 
Ta ble 6.1 - Estimated Flaw Sizes by the Simulation and % of Error. 
As shown in Table (6.1) that the percentage of CIT or varies from -5.42% up to 3.28% for 
flaws greater Ihan 3111m. The percentage of error for thc 3mm flaw is about 12.4%; it is 
higher than 10%. This is one of the limitations of the model that when the size of the flaw 
falls to smaller sizes the accuracy of the estimation starts to decrease significantly. Figurc 
(6.17) ill ustrates the estimated flaw sizes by the s imulation a lmost agree with the actual 
values. Table (6.2) shows the estimated flaw location and the percentage of error at 
1.03%. 
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- Actual Flaw Size 
80 . .. Estimated FI~-;::J oo~
,,' 
' ;" =--- -i- ~!O 
TlmeDitrerence(~s) 
Figure 6.17 - Comparison of the Actual and Simulation Results. 
Actua l FI .... Si~r Estim.t~ Haw ·" or Er ror(Aclulil ~5. Si rn uillti(ln ) (Inm) ±~. 
1.30 1.29 
600 ·1.03% 
1.29 ·1.03% 
1.30 1.29 -1.0)% 
-1.03% 
24.00 
27.00 1.30 1.29 
29.00 1.29 -1.03% 
37.00 1.29 
1.29 
86.00 1.29 
Table 6.2 - The Actual Versus the Estimated Flaw Location and % of Error. 
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bpuimtnlll "4 of Error 
Actual FII ... Size F llwSize FllwSize (ACIUllv!. (mm) (mm) - Rd. 1201 h~rim .. ntRI) (mm) (') 
2.62874 2.94 
'.00 6.19631 6.50"10 
14.79 5.64% 
16.148 
20.2788 22.76 8.38% 
24.00 24.34 
27.00 25.5363 
2.83% 
35.6757 
42.00 42.13 0.) 1% 
86.00 84.6829 
Table 6.3 - The % of Errors for the Difference between 
Experimental and Actual Flaw Sizes 
- Actu8lFI8WSize 
D E)(pe<imentel Flaw Size 
Figure 6.18 - Comparison of the Actual and Experimental 
Results. 
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[slim_led bpuimt nla l ·""' orError Adual ~l . ... Siu FI .... Siu n .... Siu (Simulation .. ~ (mm) (mm) - Rd. 1201 Elpo:rimrntl l) (mm) (.) 
2.94 10.59% 
6.00 6. 1963 ' 6.39 3.03% 
14.00 1).S9-I& 
16.00 16.148 17.33 6.l2"A. 
20.2788 10.90% 
24.00 23.8464 24.34 2.03% 
27.00 25.5363 27.10 5.77% 
29.00 29.82 6. 18% 
37.00 37.42 4.66% 
42.00 41.4965 42.13 1.50% 
84.24 -O.SJ% 
Table 6.4 - The % ofcrrors for the Difference between Estimated Flaw 
Sizes by the Simulation and Experiments (Wang CI aI., 20 I 0), 
The percentage of error for the difference between estimated flaws by the simulation and 
the measured naw sizes by the experiment in reference (Wang ct al., 2010), varies from-
0.53% and 10.90% as indicated in Tables (6.4). Th(,'SC variations indicate that there is 
negligible difference between the values obtained from the simulation and the 
experiment. This discrepancy is attributed to the impact of the lab environment, test 
equipment calibration, test setup, temperature of the tested objcct and noise from the 
surrounding environment. Figure (6.18) shows the actual flaw si;r.es (real flaw sizes) 
versus the measured flaw sizes by the experiments (experimental results) reported in 
reference (Wang et al., 20 10), both the actual and experimental values almost agree with 
e3chother. 
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Figure 6.19 - Comparison oflhe Actual, Simulated and Experimental 
Results. 
30 
Figures (6.19) illustrntes the results for the estimated naw sizes by the s imulation and 
experimental results in (Wang ct aI., 2010) almost agree with actual results with slighl 
variations. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE WORK 
7. 1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
On-l ine Structural Heahh Monitoring (SI'IM) of industrial structures in particular the oil 
and gas transporting system such as pipelines are ofgrcat importance to the reliability and 
survivability of oil and gas plants. Due to this importance, an effort has been taken to 
investigate this subject in more detai ls. The first step in the research was the investigation 
of the propagation of ultrasonic guided waves into pipes and their interaction with 
defects. In the subsequent steps, the KirchhofTnaw approximation model was modified to 
provide an estimat ion of the size and location of spherical flaws that may exist a long the 
pipe. 
Several simulation trials were pcrfonned using MUllah Environment to validate the 
feasibi li ty and applicability of the modified model. Under the s imulation effort. various 
dcfeets with diffcrent sizes located at fixed location along a pipe were analyzed. [t was 
found out that the model can accurate ly estimate the extenl and location of the naw as the 
naw sizechanges. 
Proceed ing furthcr with this effort, a comparative analysis was performed for various 
naw sizes located at different distances along a IO-meter pipe using pipe parameters 
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reported in (Wang, Tsc, Mcchcfskc & Meng, 2010). The resulted plots from the analysis 
indicated that the estimated values obtained using the method suggested in this research 
were very close to the actual values. These findings indicate that the model can 
accurately estimate the location and the size of the flaw as the location of the flaw 
changes. 
At the end, the results of experiments reported in two research papers (Wang, Tsc, 
Mechefske & Meng, 20 10) and (Aiello, Dilettoso & Salerno, 2(05) for sizing flaws with 
varying dimensions have been compared with the simu lation results obtained using the 
method suggested in this thesis. The simulation results product-d by this thesis and 
experimental results reported in the reference anicles agreed wi th each other with little 
variat ion. The plots showed that the results for both the simulation and experimental work 
in the reference article fall reasonably close to each other indicating that the dilTerences 
between the two are not sign ificant. From the findings stated above, it can be concluded 
that the modified modcl can accurate ly assess the extent and estimate the location of 
flaws along the pipe. 
Hcnce such a model can serve as an instrumental part in the Structural Health Monitoring 
(SHM) system of industrial structure such as pipelines. Moreover, this modcl can assist 
researchers, to investigate the interaction of ul trasonic waves with dilTerent flaw sizes 
located at dilTerent positions along pipes before carrying out any experimental work. 
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7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Perform experimental work 10 validate this model using different pipes made of 
ditTerent metals other than steel. 
Extend Ihis model to approximate olher types of flaws like cracks and cylindrical 
flaws. 
Expand the work achieved under this research 10 include an integrated wireless 
monitoring system using the suggested mode l under this research and dc\cnninc 
how the signal will behave as it travels from solid media to free space and then 
from free space 10 solid media. Likewise investigate how the signal will behave 
as it travels ronn solid media 10 water media and then to free space. 
Investigate the usc of other Digital Signal Processing (DS!» techniques other than 
Fourier trans[onns, such as Wavelet or ~l aung-11ilbcrt transfonns. 
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